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Frontispiece 

Cumulus convection over Anaco, Venezuela at 1600 hrs (local 

time) on 17th August 1969. The cloud dominating the picture bas 

nearly reached Its maximum height, and later completely evaporates. 

Cloud base Is at 855mb (125Om above the ground), and cloud top Is at 

650mb (3600m). 
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ABSTRACT 

This thesis discusses the transports of sensible heat and water vapour 

by ordinnry convection in a field of non-precipitating cumulus clouds. The 

stratification and time development of the convective boundary layer during 

dry and moist convection are investigated theoretically. A model is proposed 

which distinguishes for budget purposes 3 layers: the sub-cloud layer, and 

an upper and lower part of the cumulus layer. The model relates the cumulus 

convection to the surface boundary conditions, the !free' atmosphere above 

the cumulus layer, and the large scale verticnl motion. 

The sigulficant aspects of the thesis are as follows: 

(1) 	 FOlTlulae for the dilution of clouds by their environment show the 

essential irreverslbili~ of the vertical transports in non-preci

pitating cumulus convection, One Significant consequence is that 

the convection destabillses the layer it occupies. 

(2) 	 A new couservative variable, . 6L ' related to potential temperature 

and liquid water mixing ratio. ereatly simplifies the understanding 

of cloud parcel thermodynamics and cloud heat transports. With 

this variable dry and wet convection become closely analogous. 

(3) 	 A mass transport model is used to clarif'J the mechanism of 

modification of the mean atmosphore by the convection. 

(4) 	 A model for the sub-cloud layer predicts from the surface fluxes 

and the large scale vertical motion the oot\Yective mass flux into 

the cumulus layer (0. measure of the aI:louut of active cloud). 

(5) 	 A lapse-rate model is developed by relating the mechanics and 

thermodynamics of a typical cloud to the mean stratlflcation. 

130 as to predict t!le lapse rate characteriatic of the cumulus 

layer. 

(6) 	 The control of clcnd -base variations aud large-scale vertical 

motion on cumulns convection is made quantitative. For 

exampie rise of cloud-base end large-scale subs1dence are 

found to have some closely similar qunntitative effects: 

both tend to suppress clouds. 
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SYMBOL LlST 


Basic Variables and symbols. 


T 	 temperature 

Virtual temperature 

wet-bulb temperature 

potential temperature 

virtual potential temperature 

wet-bulb potential temperature 

saturation potential temperature 

equivalent potential temperature 

'liquid-water' potential temperature : see text 3. 2 

r 	 water vapour mixing ratio 

saturation mixing ratio 

liquid water mixing ratio 

p air density 

v scalar wind velocity 

vector wind velocity 

w vertical air velocity 

WD compensating vertical velocity in environment : see text 3.7 

z height above surface 

pressureP 

t time 

l' 'lapse rate': o(J/az NOT -ilT/az 

dry adiabatic lapse rate 

wet adiabatio lapse rate 

flux of F cp e potential heat flux 

flux of .f C 6 total heat flux : see text 3.5P L 

flux of .p L r L (wat~r vapour flux) 


FrT flux of pL (r+rL): L (total water flux) 

a. areal cover of convective elements: sea text 3.7 

s scale lengtb for dilution or entrainment 

E dilution or entrainment parameter 

D kinetic energy dissipation parameter : see 5.2 
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k 	 kinetic energy dissipation parameter: see 3.8 

surface 0 transport coefficientCe 
surface 	r " 

CD surface drag coefficient for neutral conditions 

N parcel mass 

fif mass flux 

N net radiative flux at surface 

G ground storage (}f heat/unit area/unit time 

v R vegetative resistance to evaporation 

virtual mass coefficient 
see 2.2entrainment constant 

I 
~ 


a 	 cloud radius 
in model A 

b 	 convective cell radius 
see 2.4 

d 	 depth of convective cell 

Constants 

L 	 latent heat of vaporisation of water 

specific heat of air at constant pressure 

acceleration due to gravity 

Operators 

- denotes horizontal areal average: e.g. 

denotes ( vertical average 

( other defined average 

denotes deviation from horizontal areal average 

Subscripts and suffixes 

e or (e) cloud variable e.g. e c ' re' Te' re. we 

e or (8) environment variable 

p or (p) parcel variable 

d dry convective element variable e. g. Id 
o surface variable e. g. eo, r 0 

s variables at levels s in dry layer: see 4.2 
t t 

b cloud-bnse variable (i): 

1 

variables at levels (2) in cumulus layer: see overleaf
2 



, 

Diasram indicating layers and derived variables for cumulus model. 
•

'I 
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,; Further derived variables 
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CUMULUS CONVECTION 

Chapter 1 

1.1. Description of the problem 

Convection in the atmosphere occurs on a variety of interaoting 

scales. Ludlam (1966) suggested a classification into 4 scales: small 

scale including cumulus oonvection. intermediate scale, large scale IUId 

cumulonimbus convection. This thesis is concerned with the first: small 

scale convection, and particularly witb non-precipitating cumulus convection. 

Cumulus convection transfers sensible and latent beat from the 

earth's surface into the lower troposphere. Tbus this study of cumulus 

convection is also a study of the heat trlUlsfers in tbe eartb's boundary 

layer (which is here defined as the layer extending from the earth's surface 

to the top of the convective layer). Typically one seeS scattered clouds of 

a rlUlge of sizes, but those which reach the top of the layer have horizontal 

dimensions comparable with its depth (a few km: see frontispiece). The 

Influence of Circulations of larger scale is very apparent. whether on lUI 

intermediate Bcale (for example over hills, or along a sea breeze front). 

or on a synoptic scale. Large-acale ascent. which implies horizontal con

vergence at low levels. promotes rapid deepening of the convection layer 

and the development of cumulonimbus, while large-scale subSidence. and 

low level divergence, inhibits growth of the convection layer (lUId in the 

extreme may prevent the formation of clouda). 

Standing in this way between the very small scale motions effecting 

transports from the earth's surface (in the so-called constant fiux layer), 

IUId the intermediate or eynoptic-ecale motion field. cumulus convection 

preeents many problems of the 'feed-baok' of one soale or another. In 

this thesis four important questions will be considered. 

(1) 	 How to relate the convection to the surface boundary conditions. 

(2) 	 How to relate the convection to the synoptic-scale field of 

motion, partioularly its mean vertical component. 

(3) 	 How to handle the water transports (of liquid and vapour). 

and their role in cumulus convection. 

(4) 	 How to interrelate lapse-rate structure. and the mecha.nics 
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and thermodynamics of a typical cloud. 

The calculation bf the surface heat fluxes is involved In question 

(1), as these depend upon the transports In the convective layer. 

The feed-back of the convective transports on the synoptic scale 

motion field Is a matter not considered here. This thesis is concerned 

with developing a simple closed model of cumulus convection, which will 

predict the convective heat transports, given the synoptic-soale (or any 

larger soale) fields, and suitable surfaoe boundary oondltions (e. g. ocean 

surface temperature over the sca: 'and over lcnd net radiative flux, gc'o'mp 

heat storr.ge" and some pal'ameter definlbg evaporation from the Gurface. 

A number of simplifioations will he made, of whioh the most 

important are~ 

(a) 	 Radiative transfers, except at the suiace over land, are 

omitted from the model. These are important for tlme

scales longer than a day. but it is conSidered that they 

caD be added when the convective transports, p€lrticularly 

of water vapour. are understood. 

(h) 	 There is no general consideration of momentum transfer. 

Only a simple model of thc mechanics of a convective 

element subjeot to mixing is used; one which neglects 

the effects of wind shear. 

(c) 	 The model is applicable only to the development of the 

boundary layer in the absence of showers: it is assumed 

that condensed water moves with the air. Some of the 

concepts developed however are equally relevant to cumulo

nimbus convection. 

Further. in the model it is assumed that individual clouds are 

transient: they are agents for the transport of water but finally totally 

evaporate. The model is thus not suited without further extenalon to the 

description of the development of layer cloud. 

http:storr.ge
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1.2 Outline of the thesis 

The modo! proposed distinguishes threc layers: the dry convective 

layer below cloud-base, and an uppor and lower pert of the layer occupied by 

cumulus. The shallow 'superadiabatic layer' above the surface and the 

'transition layer' (see Ludl~\'1. 19S6) just below cloud-base will also he 

discussed. but in considering heat and water budge ts, they will be regarded 

as pert of the sub-cloud (!dry!) layer. 

The boundaries of the layers (apart from that at tile s\rlace) are 

specified by height or pressure and vary with time. Accordingly the 

equations expressing their heat and water economy are complicated, but 

it is convenient and physically realistic to distinguish the convective trans

ports in the dry and the cumulus layers, rather than to refer to fixed levels. 

In chapel' 2. some existing models of cumulus convcction will be 

surveyed in relation to the four questions posed in 1.1, and to the model 

studied in later chapters. The exposition has then heen divided into three 

chapters. 

In chapter 8 certain general questions are investigat.od concerning 

the way in which cumulus convection modifiea the mean condition of the atmos

phere. Equations arc established for the transports of sensible heat. water 

vapour and liquid water in the cumulus layer. The significance of 'entrain

ment' (see 1.3) is considered, and a schematic model for the convcctive 

transport of heat in the cumulus layer, as a function of the input to the 

layer at cloud-basco is proposed. 

In chapter 4 two similar models are developed which link the dry 

layer (in the presence and absence of cumulus clouds) to the surfaee boundary 

conditions, the large scale vertical motion, W ,and the stratification above 

the dry layer. These three sets of boundary conditions determine the con

vective mass, sensible heat and water vapour fluxes into the cumulus layer. 

The feed-back of the clouds on the dry eonvective layer, and the control 

on the clouds exerted by cloud-base variation, and W will become clear. 

In cha~r 5, this model of the boundary layer is closed by developing 

a two-layer model for the cumulus layer. This incorporates the model of 

chapter 3 and. taktng as input the fluxes from the sub-cloud layer, predicts 

the time development of the cumulus layer as a function of , and the 

http:investigat.od
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stratification above the c~mulus layer. Most of the physics of the convection 

process is incorporated into a lapse-Tate model (5.2), while the remainder 

of the chapter considers simply a budget for heat and water vapour. 

In chapter 6 some observational evidence, mainly from one day of 

convection over land, is analysed in the light of the model. The problems 

presented by available data are apnarent, but the agreement between the 

evidence and the implications of the model is considered encouraging. 

1.3 Discussion of time-scales 

There arc many Interacting processes with various tfme-and-space 

scales involved in cumulus convection, as mentioned earlier. In the con

ceptual diVision of the whole range into a few di3tfnct scales, a number of 

concepts such as 'cloud', 'environment', and 'entrainment' arise, which 

require some definition. 

A visible cloud marks those parts of the cumulus circulation where 

water has condensed in moist, initially ascending, air. This circulation 

extends below cloud-base, and into the clear spaces between the clouds. 

It is useful to distinguish between the clouds (the saturated regions con

taining liquid water) and what is often called the environment (the unsatu

rated regions between the clouds). Th:!s is useful because transformations 

between latent and sensible heat, associated with the phase changes of 

water. occur only in the saturated regions. In the environment, apart 

from radiative cooling, potential temperature is conserved and the motion 

is dry adiabatill. Horizontal temperature gradients are produced largely 

by the latent heat release In the clouds and generate the kinetic energy of 

both the cumulus circula Uon and of the motions on a smaller scale, which 

mill: or dilute the cloudy region with the surrounding unsaturated air of tile 

environment. This process of mixing of unsaturated air into the clouds 

has been called entrainment, and has long boon known to bo important 

(Stommel, 1947). With entrainment, the potential temperature of a rising 

element of cloud departs from the wet adiabatic lapse rate, and this has 

far-reaching consequences. which are discussed in sections 3.4 to :1.7. 

In order to quantify entrainment, it has proved useful to define horizontally 

averaged variables in the two reglons; cloud and environment (for which 

we shall use the subscripts c and e). The relation of the environmeatal 
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averages to the synoptic s;)ale horizontal mean, including both cloud and 

envi ronment (here denoted by the symbol e. g. e )wm be considered 

• ~ '1In ,-' ... 

This distinction between cloud and environment is useful because 

the life- oycle of each transient cloud depends directly on the stratification 

at that time. This life-cycle modifies the stratification a little, but on a 

timescale long cornpal'ed With the life-time of nn individual cloud (see 

Table 1.. S. I). This link between stratification and the life-cycle of a 

typical cumulus cloud Ie disoussed in 5. 2 . 

Some important timescales in cumulus convection are summarised 

in Table 1.:!. 1 . In the descending branoh of a large SOllie circulation (see 

Ludlam 1986), the timescale for the modification of the layer by the cumulus 

clouds and the synoptic scnle may 00 longer still: days rather than hours. 

Table 1.3.1 

EVGporatior. time of small clo"d droplets < 10 seconds10 

Entrainment or sub-clol<d ecale mixing 100-5CO seconds1 

rHIESCALZ 

103 Small cloud lifetime (~OminuteG 

INCREASHIG 

104 ;';odlfication of layer several hours 

i·feGo-sc&le 

> 1 day 

Radiative cooling 

The tel'lll 'convective element' will be used both to dea'Jribe a 

single cloud or cloud tower and its motion field; and, in our brief 

discussion of the dry convective layer, a Single thermal or plume and 

its <:!i rculation. 
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Chapter 2 EXisting Cumulus Models 

2. 1 Introduction 

EXisting approaches to the cumulus prohlem may be grouped into 

four categories: 

(1) 1, 2 or 3D numerical models, including' parcel models 

(2) Linear perturbation models 

(3) Steady-state cellular modols 

(4) Mass transport models. 

The first category are models of a convective element which relate 

the Internal propel1:ies of the element to the mean atmosphere. We shalt 

take as an example Simpson et al (1965, 1969; model S): a 1-D model 

designed to relate the internal properties of a cloud tower to the diameter 

at cloud base, a'ld a nearby sounding. This model is informative in dcs

'Jribing the role of miXing and the water phase change in the life of a single 

convective element . 

.lis an example of a perturbation model. we shall consider briefly 

that of Ruo (1935; model K), whi0h Investigated the mal'ginal stability 

problem for a 2-D linearisod formulation of moist CO'lvcction. Tllio relat(,d 

horizontal !llld vert!;]al scales of motion, !llld determined a preferred ratio 

for ttle areao of ascending !lnd descending regions. 

Asa! (l967, ]968) has developed a stendY-6tate cellular model which 

attempts to interrelate a apnee-filling field of most efficient heat-transporting 

convective cells, the surface sensible heat flux, and the lapse rate in the 

cumulus layer. This model undertakes two of the questions posed in 1.1: 

namely, to relate the convection to the surface heat fluxes, and to comlect 

lapse rate structure to the phYSico of a convective element. Hence we 

shall examine this model in a little detail. It fails in Us main purpose, 

because it oversimplifies the hent transports and the role of water in 

cumulus convection, but it docs indicnte a relationship between horizontal 

and vertical scales of motion. In the sarno context we shall comment on 

the warming of the environment and 'slice theory'. 

The mel ,-ransport models. which arc most germane to this thesis. 

will be conaiderod in chapter 3. 
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2.2. 


2.2.1 

2.2.2 

Numerical Models 

The vnlue of a numerical model of a single buoyant clement is that 

one CM parametvrisc in some detail motions on 11 smnller scale than tbe 

mean motion of the elenent (:r::lOtiOns which may be regaroc,d as turbulent 

mixing or entrainment). Stommol (1.947) first pointed out that the evapora

tion of cloud wnter. during dilution with unsaturated air from the environment. 

greatly reduces cloud buoy:l.11cy. Further consequGnc()s of this dilution are 

discussed in sections 3.4 and 3.5. 

The 1-D model S is a development of LeVine's spilericd vortex 

model (1:)59), and parameterises dilution of a rising cloud parcel. mass M. 

In the form 

1 dM :: \I Ka 

MdZ 32 -a 


where a is the l'adius of the rising cloud. The parameter K2 Ims been chosen 

so that 

9 K2 :: 0.2 
32 

which is the value for the dilution obtained in laboratory experiments on 

starting plumes. In the latest model (1969) K2 is used in conjunction with 

a Vi ttual mass coefficient ( -V .. G.5. see 2.2.2). which replaced a drag 

coefficient used in earlier models. 

Eq. 2.2.1 is used wit':,. an environmental sounding. assumed to be 

representative of the air entrnlned into the eland. to deduce $(Z) (. -eo)ec 

from the tempemturo at cloud-base. and a value of a. This radius a is 

usually measured at the level where a tower emerges from n p!1rent cloud, 

and is assumed to be tile sam" at all heights. Thin is a conventional 

ent'rrunment calculation (Stommoi: 1947). 

The vertical vulo:.Jity of a cloud tower We (Z) is determined by 

V·'e 	 G We 

dZ 


Given 0(7). this equation is int(.--grated from c:loud-base te give the height 

which the cloud tower reaohes. The calculation is nol sensitive to the 

assumed v(lrtical velocity at cloud-iJase. (1 + 'Y ) is a Virtual mails term 

tnclud...'!l to represent the effect of the vertical gradient of the perturbation 
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2.3.1 

2.3.2 

pressure fiold which hils beon omitted from 2.2.2. This perturbation 

pressure field exists to provido tho horizontal a~celerations of tho 

circulation. Tf<o last term is the drag on tho cloud towor duo to entrain

mont of r:U.lllS from tho environmont, which is assumed stationary. 

WH!l the values given above for 'he two parameters K2. 'f 

the model predtcto cloud top height and cloud internol properties quite 

well. 

In 2-D or 3-D numerical modds. tho sot of qunsi-Botlssinosq 

equations can bo integ rated to explore the timo devclopmont of the Btruc

ture of an olement, but at present it romains vital to include Bub-gdd

scale motiona to obtain i'calistic cloud internal properties, Our present 

computeT ~apa~ity is sufficient to handlo a grid length of about 50m for 

a cumulus model, but this is still too largo to develop the small scrne 

'turbulent' motion fiold, which mixes eloud and environment. ThUD how 

to parnmeteriso t:1eso tUI'bulent motions remains an important problom; 

thei r intenGity must be determined by oomparing the results of a numerical 

experiment with obse,vations. 3-D primitive equation modols will be 

needlo'<l to invostigate tho stru::!turo of convection in shoar, and those are 

being developed in this department (by M. J. Miller). 

Nonotheless, the simple :L-D formulation of tho mechanics and 

thermodynamios of an element, which has been observationally tested by 

Simpson and V,riggert (19S9), will prove useful in modified form in later 

chaptors (3 and 5), As it stands, this model is designed to predict the 

properties of a cloud, given the stratification, but (in 5.2) we shall use 

a model of thio !dnd in tho 1'0\'01'130 senS0; to relate lapse rate stru~turo 

to the properties of a typical individunl ~umulus ':!Ioud. 

Model K (Kuo: TeHus 1965 17, 413) 

This is a 2-D linearised model: including turbulont trrurafors of 

heat and momentum modelled by constant eddy coefficients, Kuo dorives 

eigen functions for ascending and doscending regions, and deduces scnles 

for the motion, 

1 1.4 

a 
forRz :::. 100b-a 
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whe't'o d is the depth of the layer 

11 horizontal scale of ascending region 

b-a nodzontl"J scale of descending region 

R2 is a Rayleigh no in the descending region, 

He obtained Ginila.r results both for the marginal stability problem and 

by using a pl1ncip!e of maxim'.rm available potential onergy production. 

If we define 

a ascending area
• b " total aroa 

we obtain fro~l 2.2.2 

with the limit of approximate equality tleing when R2 > 100 

Equation 2.3. 1 implies that the diamot.el' of a model '~loud; is 

somparable with the depth of tho layer, a very reasonnble and useful 

r08ult, whbh we shall see is a charaoteristic of Asal'3 model also. Wo 

shall comment on this in 2.5. 

The relationship betweon fractional area covcrage,and wot and 

envirom,lcntallapoe rutes is open to mo.t'c critidsm. We Sllall examine 

it in 2.6 and 2.7, but fhd it not u8oful. 

2.4 Model A (As'li: J. ~J:eteor. Soe. Jap. 45, 25) and 46, 201) 

The reade~ may refer to the original p:.,pcrs for the detmls of the 

mathematics. We wish to discuss the natuve of the solution. Asm envisages 

!1 spacefilling array of simple cello cacb consisting of an aocendi~ region, 

sur.rounded by a doscendinr; region. 

Fig. 2.4,1 

, 
,! 
d 

, 
, l 
; 

!, 
W 

http:diamot.el
http:maxim'.rm
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Symbols 

Ascending region radius a 

Descending annulus radius b-a 

Depth of layer d 

Surface Sensible heat flux 

Mean tapse rate in layer r (~ oe/az not -aT/az) 
Average vertical velocity In 

ascending region <'II> 

Average potential temp. difference 

betwcen ascending and 

descending regions <l~(» 

The model includes entrainment or m1x1ng in both the horizontal and 

vertical directions, and Asat obtains steady state solutions for <'II> t <t.e> 

and r ss functions of the upward sensible heat flux carried by his model 

~ell. He envisages this heat flux being supplied at the bottom, as a surface 

sensible heat flux. and removed at the top. This immediately raises diffi

culties, as the potential temperature excess <lI6> is supplied in 

the model by the condensation of water (which is Immediately removed) 

in the ascending region. Of the released heat of condensation, part is 

advected upwards in the model to be removed at the top. while the remainder 

warms the whole ceU steadily. There is no evaporation in his model, both 

hecause the liquid water is immediately removed, and the environment, the 

descending region, is mathematically treated as if it were always saturated. 

These are major inadequacies in the handling of the heat and water 

transports. which are equally true of model K. and which invalidate many 

of the conclusions of the two papers. We shall return to this question in 

2.6, and indeed the whole of chapter 3 wllI be concerned with the profouod 

consequences of the correct modelling of the heat and water transports 

in non-precipitating oumulus conveotion. 

However we shall examine model A rno re olosely, to bring out 

its useful aspects, as well as those where it differs markedly from tbe 

model to be developed in later chapters. 
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We may envisage starting model A with a stably stratified atmos

phere. and turning on a sunllCe sensible heat flux, F 6 The horizontal and 

vertical scales of motion which are established. are selected by requiring 

that the upward sensible heat transport sbllli be a maximum. If this 

maximum. determined by the given starting mean lapse rate, is less than 

Fe' then the layer destabiUses until the heat flux carried by the cell (which 

increases sa r decreases) is equal to Fe • 

Thus a steady state results, when Fe determines all the other 

variables d, a, b and r . 

The model is mathematically fully consistent, and manifestly 

relates a, b, d, I', r w • and an optimum value of a. <W> <i:\e > 

the sensible heat flux carried by the clouds. As suoh it is a nseful steady 

state model relating these variables. provided one IlCcepts the assumptions 

of saturated enviroument. and immediate fallout of water. (These alone 

make it inadequate as a model of non-precipitating cumulus convection,). 

The model. like model K. is useful In olarifying the constraints on the 

scales of motion. 

2.5 	 Constraint on ratio of horizontal to vertical scale a/d 

Like model K. model A alee concludes 

1 

As A is a steady state model, the occurrenoe of the scales of motion in the 

inertia term. is not involved in this solution. It is mixing which determInes 

tbe optimum a/d. and not SUrPrisingly this optimum is when horizontal and 

vertical scales are comparable. We may summarise the result: 

Large aId is inhibited by vertical excbange of horizontal momentum 

Small aId is inhibited by horizontal exchange of vertical momentum 

and by horizontal exchange of potential temperature 

Asai has extended the mixing-length formulation of entrainment 

to both horizontal and vertical motion. We may criticise this model. 

because it makes no distinction between turbulent mixing in the cloud 

region. which is known to be large. and in the sUbsidin, air, where 

turbulent mixing may be emall. However in cloud the vertical exchange 
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coefficient may be larger thnn the horizontal one, which is another 

asyrr"(10try working in the opposite direction. We conclude that though 

the quantitative accuracy of model A, and model K (which had isotropic 

diffurion) is open to doubt, we should still expect clouds to have diameters 

comparable with the depth of some layer. not necessarily the whole layer 

occupied by the convection. 

This is in accord with observation (Plank 1967). Ludlam (1966) 

notes that cumulus and cumulonimbus towers tend to have diameters between 

0.4 and 0.5 of the heights of their tops, which would indicate that their 

diameter is perhaps more comperable with the depth over which they gain 

upward momentum. 

The validity of the otctl:ly-etll.te model as an approximation to the 

life-cycle of a typical cumulus cloud is uncertnin. However model K did 

coasider the amplifying problem, and concluded that the preferred horizontal 

and vertical scales satisfied 2.3.1, closely similar to 2.5.1. 

2.6 Warming of the 'Environment' - Slice Theory. 

Ratio of Ascending to descending r.I'e1!s: 

The well-known 'slice theory' (I,jerknes 1936) deals with the 

warming of the environment by the subsidence of tbe stably stratified air 

betwecn the clouds. This is a characteristic of all models which include 

both ascending and descending regions. and thus is nn aspect of models K. 

and A. 

A almple derivation of this theory for a wet adiabatiC model (i.e. 

one without mixing) is as follows: 

Define 

d
where dt is an operator following an ascending element of cloud. 

1-0. 

Let the area c overage of cloud be a, 

-!..of environment be 1-0. wD 

environmentFig. 2.6.1 

http:otctl:ly-etll.te
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M dEle d6 e 
dt dt - dt 

aEle 
= Wcrw - at - Were 

= wr + WDre - Weree w 

i XYIf = 0 

a.Wc + (1- a.)W = 0D 

. M w (r _1L )•• dt = e w 1-0. 

This is what has come to be known as the result of the 'slice theory'. The 

warming of the environment aEle/at produced by subsidence is a stabilising 

Infi'Jence: the cloud parcel will gain buoyancy only if 

r 
fw >.......£.... 


1 - a. 

Attention bas always been focussed in the past on' this aspect of the warming 

of the environment - that it reduces the buoyancy of an ascending cloud. 

Howeve!' we shall show latel' in chapter II that the area fraction of active 

cloud may be only 1-2% Nonetheless the warming of the environment. and 

therefore of the mean cumulus layer, by this subsidence. remains of Vital 

importance (even though a. may be negligible in 2.6.1), 

This aspect of the problem has been ignored by Asai. As mentioned 

in 2.4', only part of the latent heat released in IJX)del A by condensation in 

the updraft is removed from the top of layer' the rest warms the whole layer 

steadily. Now if the cumulus layer is wanning steadily, then the continuation 

of the convection depends on whether the sub-cloud layer is also warming at 

least as fast. It is in this way that the cumulus convection is linked to the 

surface sensible heat fluxes, not in the manner suggested by Asa!. Asai 

relates the surface hent flux to the upward sensible heat flux in the cumulus 

clouds. However It Is precisely that part of the latent heat flux, liberated 

as sensible hent in the cumulus layer, which is.!!!!!. advected upwards, but 

Is associated with the warming of the cumulus layer, which relates the 

cumulus layer to the surface sensible heat flux, which warms the sub-cloud 
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layer. This Is not a Simple oonnection. and is the subject of chapter 4. 

Moreover as alreaciy mentioned, the latent heat reabsorption 

which occurs when liquid water is evaporated (as clouds decay). further 

oomplicates the problem. and will be discussed in chapters 3 and 5. We 

shall find that non-precipitating cumulus convection Is a destabilising 

process, In the absence of subsidence. the cumulus layer grows steadily 

in depth, Thus the conclusion of Asa! (1958) that deep cumulus convection 

requires low level convergence will also prove invaUd. It will also be necessary 

to replace the model of lapse rate oontrol in terms of a sensible heat flux (as 

suggested by model A). by one in terms of a sensible heat and ltquid water 

transport (see 5.2) 

Ratio of ascending to descending areas: (L 

It will become clear in chapters 3 to 5 that the constralnts on cumulus 

convection are more complex than maximising heat flux, growth rate of elements, 

or available potentlal energy production. The convection must be linked to the 

sub-cloud layer and the surface heat fluxes, and to large scale circulations. 

We shall find that the area of active cloud Is determined by those factors in 

an intricate manner, rather than simply by the environmental lapse rate as 

predicted by model K (Eq. 2.3.3) or model A (from which a Similar relationship 

may be extracted) , 
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2.7. 	 ConcluSion: 

It will be clear froll1 this chapter that we consider none of the oumulus 

models A, K or S adequately answers the four questions posed in 1.1. 

However. in later ohapters, we shall use 

(II) 	 a 1-D formulation of the effects of mixing. Similar to that of model A. 

(b) 	 the concept of a dominant cloud size related to the depth of the layer. 

Models A and K suggest that there is an optimum cloud size for which 

aid ... 1/2 • . In reality we observe a wide spectrum of cloud

sizes, but we shall be able to make considerable progress in modelling 

the cumulus layer with only a single cloud size. 

This thesis will not recpJi re a very detailed model of a convective 

element. We shall be concerned first with developing equations and ooncepts 

to understand the role of water in cumulus oonvectlon (chapter S). and then 

with the constraints on the struoture ef the oumulus layer,and the convective 

transports. A Simple 1-D model will enable us to determine convective fluxes, 

lapse rates, layer depths, and area coverage of active cloud (in fact all the 

questiona posed by the models of this chapter) In terms of the surface and 

synoptlc-soale boundary conditions. 

. 
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Chapter 3 Modification of the Atmosphere by Convection 

3. 1 Introduction 

In this chapter we shall discuss the modification of the atmosphere 

by cumulus convection. It is necessary to examine tho role played by the 

condensation and evaporation of water in some detail: and to this end, we 

shall first develop thc continuity and thormodynamic equations Involving 

potential temperature and watet" substance. Then we shall consider how 

entrainment leads to a net downward total heat flux. An alternative descrip

tion of the modification of the environment in terms of a mass flux model 

Is followed by a discussion of lapse rate control, and the mass flux models 

of Fraser (1968), Pearce (1968) and Haman (1969). Finally we present a 

graphical de~r~ion of cumulus convection for the special case of zero 

mean vertical motion (Vi = 0 ). It will be found that the cumulus convection 

is primarily related to the sub-cloud layer by a heat and mass flux through 

cloud base. The discussion of this link, and the water vapour flux through 

cloud-base, which connect the convection to the surface fluxes, is the subject 

of chapter 4. The development of a more detailed model of the cumulus layer, 

in which the variation of cloud base and cloud top are determined as functions, 

not only of the surface variables, but also of a large scale vertical motion 

field and the st"-atification above the cumulus layer, will be left to chapter 5. 
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3 2.2 


Conservative Variables in Convection 

DrY Convection 

Dry potential tempcrature e is conserved if an unsaturated parcel 

of air is displaced to a different pressure. The corresponding extensive 

quantity (proportional to total enthalpy)

L: M.c e." H1 c + M2 c e"
·_1"l.Pl. p 6 1 pc.1. _ ,c_ 

ts alao conserved if two unsaturated parcels (mass M
i

, M ) of different e
Z 

aT'C mixed {souarically. If radiative and conductive transfers. and the 

variation of c with temperature, are neglected, we may use e as an p 
exact conservative variable for dry convection. (:3all, 1956). 

De 
" 0Dt 

Expanding the substantial derivative 

06 •at + ;[.£6 = 0 

We sball take deviations from a horizontal mean, 

G=6+6' 

V = j[ ... V' 

multlply by a mean density JS (all triple correlations with J' will be neglected). 

and assume div f':L' = 0 

to obtnin 

:; ~~ ... pY.'VQ = - dive] 06') 
All horizontal fluxes of heat (and later water) will be neglected, (though by 

suitable choice of co-ordinate system, the mean horizontal advection could 

be oombined with <3'6/Ot) 

Wet Convection 

In wet convection the phase changes of water are very important 

sources and Sinks of potential temperature. Only the wate:r vapour phase 

chan~ will be conSidered in this thesis. Applying the first law of thermo

dynamios to corresponding changes in a fixed mass of saturated air 

3.2.3 
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3.2 	 Conservative Variables in Convection 

Dry Convection 

Dry potential temperature e is conserved if an unsaturated parcel 

of air is displaced to a different pressure. The corresponding extensive 

quantity (proportional to total enthalpy) 

I }1.c e. = N1 c 8 + M
·l~lPl p 1 2l. '" ,' 

is also 	consei'ved if two unsaturated parcels (mass 

c e~ 
pc 

M • M	 ) of different e1 2
are mixed isobarically. If radiative and conductive transfers, and the 

variation of c with temperature, are neglected, we may use e as an p 

exact conservative variable fo'" dry convection. Pall, 1956). 


De
3.2.1 	 = 0Dt 


Expanding the substantial derivaiive 


3 	2.2 ~~ + y.:ze = C 

We shalt take deviations from a horizontal mean, 

6=6+0' 

V ::: Y+ V' 

multiply by a mean density } (all triple correlations withl' will be neglected), 

and assume div}y"" 0 


to oomin 


All horizontal fluxes of heat (and later water) will be neglected, (though. by 

suitable choice of co-ordinate system, thc mean horizontal advection could 

be oombined with aejat) 

Wet Convection 

In wet convoction the phase chanffes of water arc very important 

sources and stnks of potential temperature. Only the water vapour phase 

chanr:e will be considercd in this thesis. P.pplytng: the first law of thermo

dynamios to corresponding changes in a fixed mass of saturated air 

3.2.3 
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c tiT + Lor _.2E. = 0 
P J' 

( r stands for water vapour mixing ratio) 


c6 ar 
 £.E.:8y definition c = c 
p e p T pT 

c e . e 60 + If .... r = 0 
P 

As substantial derivatives, we obtain 

3,2.4 

For the conservation of water substance 


Dr

3.2,;;' + = 0Dt 


Hence fro'!). 3.2.4 and 3.2,5 


o Dr),
3,2,6 - T: L Dt :: 0 

EqUivalent Potontial Tomperature: (iE 

It has ceen customary to extend 3.2.4 to define a new variable, the 

equivalent potential temperature, e", 
~ 

3.2.7 

e E is conserved for a wet adiabatic chango, but ~Mi C P I') Ei only 
~ 

approximately under isobaric mixing, This Is clear from 3,2.7: if 2 

parcels of different I) n; are mixed, the equivalent potential temperaturo 

of the mixture is not tho arithmetic mean unless both have initially the same 

o/e E 
(In contrast isobaric minnr; always conserves e, because tho 

ratio T/e is a function of pressure only), 
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A second derived potential temperature' &L 

An analogous variable. conservative to the same degree of approxi

"!lation as eE ' can be defined from 3.2.5 

3.2.0 

Tltls new variable, 6 • as yet unnamed. is also conserved under a wetL 

adiabatic chango, provided the liquid water is carried along with the air. 

We shall usc both the separate variables 6, r, r L; which may 

bo handled without approximation. and It is important to realiseeL 

that the single variable e~~ (or BLl. orthevariablepalra (S,eEl or 

( e ,6L ), are inadequate to describe cumulus convection. Of the 3 equations 

:I. 2. 4. :I. 2. 5. 3. 2. S only 2 are independent. Thus we have the choi ce of usin:> 

any 2 of the variable pal-s ( 6, r ). (e ,rL ). ( r,rL ), or in approximate 

form any two of OJ!;' 0L ' (r + r L l. 

It will become clear in succeeding sections that the most useful 

equations are those in (or 6 ,rL) and ( r, r L ) and not equation 3.2.4 or6L 
3 2. 7. Thus r fear that the concentration on the use of &E (or {), r ) as the 

variable for handUng the water in cumulus convection has obscured our 

understanding of the process. 

Expansion of equations 3.2.4. :I 2.5, 3.2.6 

If equations 3.2.4. 3.2.5. 3.2.6 are expanded in terms of horizontal 

mean values, and deviations, and Simplified by neglecting horizontal fluxes 
e + e 1

and the va.riation of , we obtain (anal~ous to tho derivation ofT + T' 

:I 2 3 from 3.2.1) 


06 -00) 6~ (~L -ofi,\
3.2.10 'X c - + w- - -I'L + VI 1"J' P(at az T at az 

3.2.9 (] a (t. - --.»- if az f'PLW'r' 

3.2.11 
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The variations of Land cp with T ha:,e been neglected, and p 
is a horizontal mean density: triple correlations with a perturbation density 

have been noe-Iected 

In the next section we shall oonsidor what '1an be leamed from these 

equations. 

3.3 	 The transport equations 

The situations in which some of the terms in equatiOns 3.2.9, 

3.2 10, and 3.2.11 are small, greatly further our understanding of cumulus 

oonvection. 

Sensiole heat and liquid water transport equation: 3.2.10 

The condensation of liquid water in the cumulus layer releases Intent 

heat. If the wate>: is dropped out, or the layer steadily eiUs with cloud. then 

the layer will also wann up. If however all the liquid water evaporates again, 

then the latent heat is romoved again, and the layer is only modified if the 

regions of condensation and evaporation do noi; coincide. In this thesis we 

wish to consider non-pl'ccipHating. fully-evaporating clouds, so the question 

of liquid water transport oecomoa important. In a wide ranroe of convective 

situations, the accumulation of liquid wate.. in the cumulus layer. (as the 

ama coverage and depth of typical clouds Increases) has a longer time-ocrue 

than the processing of water throUf~ the system oy the individual clouds. 

We shall find that because there is an upward liquid water transport (3.5). 

the clouds though transient, modify the mean atmospheriC temperature, e • 
Yet the mean liquid wate? in the cumulus layo!' may be constant. or changing 

only slowly. Specifically, there arc a wide range of circumstances. when 

aIi «at 

An example of a 	system in which r may be essentially constant. while 6
L 

is being continuously modified by tho convection, is the trade cumulus 

layer. The timescale comparison is Gl3sentially one between cloud life

tiJ"lG, and the doubling time fol' total cloud liquid wato'" in the layer, so that 
ilrLeven ~or diurnal -::!onvection, the neglect of at is a good first 

approximation. 
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A second widely valid simplification to 3.2.10 is to neglect 

« ae 
az 

This is a good ap'pl'oxir'latlon when the clouds covel' a small fractional 

ho rizontal aroll. 

It will be possible in principle to use tho model ret;.-ospectively to 

test the validity of thoRe IIp'pl'oximations. This neglect of mean liquid water 

variations in the cu~ulus layer (~ut not liquid water tranoports) is not 

essential to this cU'1l.ulus model, merely a helpful simplication with a wide 

range of validity. 

V.'ith these 2 approximations, 3.2.10 becomes 

o (  ~ \, + () 0 (odf.~)--p3.3.1 ilZ 'if oZ .r L 

This is closely analogous to 3.2.3 for dry convection, but contains 

an extra ter"1, the divorgence of the vertical liquid water flux as well as that 

of the sensible heat flux. 

The analof,Y with dry convection becomes closer if wo use the 

variable The neglect of0L 

1e r;, «'0 
cpris also the apprOXimation 

o = 01 

Eq. 3.2.G may be used to replace theE H S. of3,3.1 by a transport of eL 

3.3.2 

As mentioned in 3. 2, this can only be an approximate relationship 

as the ratio ele differs for cloud and environment, so that e is not 
L L 

strictly conserved. An average factor ( e?"'61 ), which is not well defined, 

has been included to indicate this. Fortunately however, the inaccuracy of 

the approximation ill only a few percent, oven if the factol' ( 6 I eL ) is 

omitted altogethor 
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The cloud-envi ronnICnt circulation is the agent for these transports, 

and we know 'JQth from simple dynamical models. and from observation, that 

in the clouds ,/"";-" Lrj, 
~Wi

wle l « 
c p 

(typicallyO. 2"cand 2. tc respectively in small cumulus). However a and r 
L 

are alao closely correlated In small cumulus (see for example: Telford and 

Warner. 1952), so It follows that there exist situations when 

---... --w'e t «L-,W 'rt 
'P L

In general the last term in 3.3,1 is alwuys dominant. 

It represents the source of aensil:>le heat from the net liquid water 

condensation 1'1 a horizontal slice of the atmosphere. Only part of this 
,..--.... 

reLeased latent heat is advected upwards as a sellBiblc heat flux VI' e ' 
while the warming of tne mean layer e completes the heat anlnnce. The 

full l'1cChanis r l of this process will 00 examined in the next few sections 

(3.4 to 3. 7). However, it seems clear from these figures that, unlike dry 

convection (eq. 3 2.3) where the warming of the layer is related to the 

divC1:p,-ence of sensible heat flux' in <:::umulus convection, the warming of the 

layer has the sign of the divergence of the liquid water flux. This Is important. 

ns the upward advection of liquid water by the clouds (see 3,5) is a truly latent 

(1. e. hlddoo) neat flux. This redistribution of heat by the liquid water dominates 

ove:' th() sensible heat t1'ansfor, whil() only the latter is asSOCiated with the 

kinetic energy generation. 

Only at cloud-nase whe:re ------ is the sensF)le heat flux ofW ' rL " 0 , 

maio'" Significance, ;,ut the discussion of its !"lagnitude will be left to chapter 4. 

Total Wato)' tratSport equation 

It will also be a useful approximation to simplify 3.2.11 by neglecting 

the vai'1ations in the mean liquid water co'ltent of the layer: assuming 

if cloud cover is small. 
Then 

S.S.3 
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This flimplification is usoful, because again, although the CUI!lulus 

a"e continually putting water vapour into the laycr they occupy, this process 

has typically a shorter ti"1c-scale ~han the time-scale of total liquid water 

increase. 

In 3.3.1 (or 3.3. 2), and 3.3.3 we have 2 equations for the ch3.l1ge 

in mean potential temperature. and water vapour mixing "atio of the cumulus 

layor in terMS of the transports by the clouds. :::'oth these changes are 

comparable, so it follows that eq. 3.2.9 cannot usefully be Simplified. 

3. 4 Parcel Lapse Rates for wet ascent and descent 

'Sefore the vertical liquid water transport in the cumulus layer can 

be discussed it is necessary to consider parcel lapse rates for saturated 

motion. 

The wet adiabatic lapse rate for the ascent or descent of an isolated 

saturated air mass in pressure equilibrium with its surroundines is well 

known. The non-precipitating cumulus layer is only a few km, deep, so 

the distinction oetwoon ntrictly ",eversible and pseudo-wet adiabatic procesl3es 

is not impot'tant 

It is also well known that dilution ("mixing") with an unsaturated 

enVironment evaporates cloud water. and that this process is important in 

ordinary cumulus convection. One major, and perhaps poorly appreciated, 

factor is that dilUtion int:"oduces an asymmetry between saturated ascent and 

descent. Dilution or entrainment. ean lx; pII!'ameterised, in a manner similar 

to that of Stommcl (1947). in terms of the rate of dilution ( dl1/ dZ ) of a 

saturated cloud parcel (of mass M, temperature 'rc' and saturation mixing 

ratio r (T » Dy the unsaturated envimnment (1: , re ). r c (equals aOc/JZ)see 

is the resultant cloud parcel lapse rate. 


The extensive quantity correspondinc to eq. 3.2.4, which is conscrved 

in isoJal'ic mixing, as well as vertical displacement, is 2.:(M, c 8,) + TO 2.: (M.Lr.)
i ~p~ ill 

In differential form, dilution may therefore be expressed 

3.4,1 


eo 
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where r G (= r s(l'e)) and 1'e are wator vapour mixing ratios for cloud 

and ll'1vh'onment respectively . 

.. 
Now It follows froM the definition of r w > that 

d.1"ZC.,. LEI dre - - K (1 w - Te) 
, cpT d2 

where 

and Rv is the gas constant for water vapour. 

TO - ) )3.4.2 •• =---(1'c l' c T ep 

This is the familiar entrainment relationship (see Hess, 1959). Tho factor 0/1' 

arises from ou~c definition of I c ,' Tw ao do/dz , The numerical 

factor K Is the ratio of the so-called saturation apecific heat of air to the 

dry specific hoat at constant pressure, c ' These specific heats differ,p 

because to chanp:e the tempe1'aturEi of a satu rated ai" mass it is also 

necessary to evaporate ot' condense wate:\'. as 1'13(1') changes. 

The cloud parcol lapse rate differs from ~,he wet adiabatic lapse 

rate, if ooth 

(a) ec " 0 c ' o:\' the environment is unsaturated 

(n) there is dilution, or entrainment, here parameterised by dM/dz. 

I 

'. 
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Simplification of 3.4.2 

It is possible to make an approximation to 3.1.2 which contains only 

the properties of the onvironment, Typically 

- < 1°6 0 6 e 

when K(T )c 
Further 

rc " rs(Tc) 

La
CjiT(rc - re) + (a o - ee) 

K 

In most circumstances it is a good fi' st approximation to neglect 

3.4.3 

( < 10 ~ 4° ) 

That is, the suhsaturation of the environment matters more than the temperature 

difference betweel1 cloud and clear air represented by a c - 6" in 3.4.2. 

A acale length fo'" dilution· S 

It ia convC1lient to write the f·tactlonal rate of dilution of cloud mass 

in terms of a scale length for the entrainment. Ascent and descent are dis

tinguished in 3.4.2, because with Z positive upwards, ~ ~~ changos 

sign. 

1 dM 13.4.4 !.SCENT =it. dZ S 

1 dM _13,4.5 DESCENT = M dZ S 

S is some characteristic of cumulus convection, a length (numerically 

positive) about which we know little, It may differ for ascent or descont, but 

only some gross average value will he used here. We shall further express S 

K 
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in terMs of the depth of the ~onvective layer in 5.2, when it will become 

possible to determine values for S (- few km) . 1 dM or 1. is 
H dZ S 

intended to symbolise a rate of dilution, or entrainment. It is this that 

determines the internal temperature of the cloud. It does not necessarily 

follow that the ascendi'llj cloud mass increases at this same l'ate: there may 

be a 2-way mixing trrocess involVing the loss of cloudy ai:' to the enVironment. 

The t!!.G!t assumption, that has al:lVays been made in entrainment calculations, 

io that the enVironmental air, with which the cloud is diluted, hM not been 

modified significantly by the cloud now ascending through it. Thia is not 

obvious, but more detailed study of the Bub-cloud scale trnnsports are 

necessary before a better model can be suggested. It will be neceosary in 

this thesis to use the simple formulation ahove (3.4.4 Md 3.4.5), and obtain 

suitai.:l!e vailleB for S in terms of the layer depth by comparison with 

observation. (see 5.2 and 6.3). 

Parcel Lapse rates for saturated ascent and descent with entrainment 

Using approximation 3.4.3 and equations 3.4.4. and 3.4.5, one obtains 

the palT of equations 

!!.1L3.4. \) ASCENT fC1 = I VI  T KS 

f) R
3.4.7 DESCENT r +r C2 '" 'w if KS 

Lwhere R '" c (r s (·r 0) - 1'0) is a measure of the unsaturation 
p 

of the environment 

s Is a Beale length for dilution or entrainment 

The asymMetry is clear. On ascent water is condensed at a rate 

proportional to fw' but some is evaporated again' while on descent beth 

the entrainment and the descent are working in the same sense, to evaporate 

liquid water, and reduce f). 
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One may express S. 4. 2 in terms of fL., by noti ng the exact relation 
'" 

, ,'dOE'j K 
3.4. (l -'-' =-;:;-(rw-r )

0E\ilZlc v c 

where (~E)' is the change of 6Ewith Z following a saturated cloud
\az c 

paroel wrJch is being diluted. 

Using nn approximate average value of (Oy'T) (see 3, 2). one can write: 

3.4.9 

Then, from 3.4.2. 3.4.4. 3.4.5, 3.4. n, 

3.4.10 


for ascent nnd descent respectively. The approximation Is the negleot of the 

difference between eEIT in the cloud and in the environment. This is a 

simple dilution r.elationship for nn (approximately) conserved variable. 

The 6L analoeue of 3. 4.10 may be derived by considering the 

dilution of a cloud parcel by the environment, in the light of conservation 

relation 3.2.':: 

dM e~~ (M e ) - 1:2.... .2..(M rL) 
(1" c T dZ dZ ecp 

dec 1&.. ~ 
3.4.11 .. dZ - CpT dZ 

Once again, if we neglect horizo:1tal variations of eI/T • we obtain 

3.4.12 

a dilution relation for nn (approximately) conserved variable. Tllc suffix L 

on 6 L ( e ) is redundant as 

GL(e) = 6 e 
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It is tile absence of liquid water in the environment that makes 6L such a 

useful variable. TllC use of 8 ... involveo the paosive transport of water 
~ 

vapouc', and the water vapoUl' stratification. If we usc ' we consideL 8L 

only the water vapou', that condenses, and the,.,cby sie:nificanUy affects the 

motion, and the modification of the temperature structure of the cumulus 

layer. 

SUiA3titutlng from 3.4.4 and 3.4.5. one obtains 

/2!!.J.,)3.4.13 =\oz c 

for ascent and descent respectively. This is a very useful relationship as 

it enaiJloo one to shaw that the flux of 6L ' and therefore the total heat flux, 

is downwards (soo 3.5). We shall also use it in 3. 1) and 5.2 to discuss lapse 

rate structure. 

If we drop the suffix L from 3.4.13 we ootain 

_ aid) - 6(e)
3.4.14 = + S 

This is the dilUtion relation for dry convection, where (d) indicates a dry 

paJ.'cel. 

Thus ou,' troatmenl. of wet convection In terms of 6L transport 

(Eqs. 3.3.2 and 3.4.13), is equally appUcal.lle to dry convection, where a = 6L 

(Eqs 3.2 3 and 3.4.14). Only the boundary conditions at the top and bottom 

of the convective layers are different. The SiMilarities in lapse rate 

structure between dry and cumulus layers will become apparent In 3.8. 

In the next section we shall shaw that the consequence of 3. 4.13 is 

a downward total hoot traroport in the cumulus layer. 
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3.5 	 Irreversibility of (total heat tVllnsport in tho cumuluo layer 
(liquid water transport 

It has beon shown in 3.1 that dilution, or entrainment, leads to an 

asyr'11"lC'try betwee'1 the tllC::modynami os of upward and downwa ro motion. 

One ~onsequen(1o is tl:lat the parcel lApse rate (~~ t for saturated descent is 

Greater than that for saturated ascent when entminment of unsaturated alr 

Is taking place. T'1ore are furthey, general aonsequencos of dilution, which 

detecrmlne the direction of t!1e total heat tTansport, and the liquid water 

transpo't, In the cumulus layer. 

The general solution is most easily found in terms of 0L . Puttine 

In 3.4.13, and subtracting dee/aZ 

= __ 00 e~) _(aGe)3.5.1 	 ( caz ilZ 	 az 

for ascent and descent respectively. 

The solution ot these linea;: differentjal equations is straightforward. 

For constant S 

ASCENT 

Z < Z2 


(eL(c) - Oc}z 


The detailed solutiotlB a-re not important. We need only to sketch 

6J = DL(c) - De (whicll is eSScntiallyi'::L ) against Z, to see that 
L Cpr H-t. 

at any height, Oi, has a large" negative value 0,way up thaa on the way 

down (see Fi1Ure 3.5.1) . 

The total heat flux (c<::.~ ) throu~ any level depends also on 

the specification of the total cloud mass flux through that level. This we 

do not yet know. Howeve;" the rate of dilution sets an upper bound to the 

rate of increase of MasS flux. If one assumes there is no loss of cloudy 

air from a cloud, only entrainment into it, one may rewrite 3.5.1 as 

3.5.2 
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where m is the cloud mass flux tl1!'Ough any level.f 
for ascent and descent± 	1 " .:L dmf 

s mf dZ respectively. 

wilh J,e"h
Gince mfiS stendily inc'reasing" it is clea, that on doscent - mf aoe/az is 

greater negative, than on ascent throur:;h the same level. We can thus sketch 

the curve of the nux of 01, (see Fie. 3,5.1). Even in this limiting case, tho 

net flux of or., which is the total heat flux, (sens1010 plus liquid water flux) is 

downwards. This is f:rue fa):' every cloud, and therefore must be true for the 

wholo population. 

If cloudy air is loft behind (i. e. 'detrained'), so that tho cloud mass 

flux increases leBs quickly than the dilution, this can only decrease the mass 

flux descending throut;h any level, which does not affect ou~ conclusion. 

We conclude that the total not beat transport (f'pW' 01, ) by the clouds 

is downwards at all levels, provided only that the liquid water is carried along 

with the air. 

Fig.8.S.1 
Zz 	 z 

Z2Z",

Z1 

ASCENT 

-..... e '---'Jo TOTAL (pmf 61. ----?> UT rrJT AL Ie,.W • e1. ----?>L 
HEAT FLUX 	 HEAT FLUX 

At cloud base 61. (" fJ ') is negative (see 3. 8 and chapter 4). The 

diagrams then follow immediately oecause the slope of d01./dZ, d(mf01. l/dZ 

are greater negative on descent t.han ascent, because of dilution. 

As mentioned earUer the diagrams for liqUid water transport are 

schematically Identical, but with sign reversed. Suhstitutlng 3.4.4, 3.4.5 

in 3.4.11, we obtain 

,::l!:.LL6 
rei ,2 - .:L (6 - 6 ) - L6 rL)

CpT dZ " + see c 
p 

T 
, ••'> 

;. \.j 
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for llscent and descent respectively. This is no more than 3.5.1 re-expanded, 
cir 

and shows even greater asymmetry in -;-;:-L for ascent and descent, than in
C.Z 

d()'/dZ ; since rei' Ic2 differ (see 3.4.5, 3.4.7) if the environment is 

nowhere saturated. Thus in the absence of shelf-cloud ( ~~gen), which we 

shall not consider in this thesis, all the liquid water is evaporated on descent 

before reaches zero. The last part of the descent in Fig. 3.5.1 is theree1, 
fore dry, ending in potential temperature equilibrium with the environment. 

We shall integrate 3.5.1 for a simple 2-layer structure in 5.2, as 

a way of incorporating the dilution of a parcel during ascent and descent 

into a lapse rate model. 

Dry Convection 

The dry convection problem is essentially similar, except that the 

surface boundary condition is a positive heat flux. This varies with height 

as speCified by 3.5.2 and is sketched in Fig. 3. 5. 2. 

Fig. 3.5.2 

z 
'1' l'-_. -- 

STABLE LAYEH\\! .
\ 

I,, 

\1 NEAHLY 
DRY ADIf3ATIC\ LAYER

\ 
\ 
\ 

\ 111
GROUND 
---L 
~ 

O'~ w'e' ------) 

We shall return to these diagrams in 3. 8. 
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3.6 DestabiliSing Nature of Sumulus Convection 

It was shown in the last section that the essential consequence of 

entrainment Into individual clouds is a net downward total heat flux, and 

f\ net upward liquid water flux. Averaging over the lifecycle of many clouds. 

water is condensed in the lower part of the cumulus layer. rcdvected upwards, 

and evaporated in the upper part of the layer. Latent heat is released in 

the lower part and reabsorbed at a higher level. This is ~. destabilising 

process of great importance, as it is the mechanism by which the cumulus 

lnyer can grow in depth in the absence of subsidencc. 

Putting the large scale vertical motion field Vi = 0 in 3.3 . 2 

VIe have sketched the form of - in Fig. 3.5.1. It is clear thatw'e'L z 
,f., 

2 <2<'7. ae NEGATIVE') ~2 at 

z < Z p()Srrln~
b 

-,___ ...LZ

Fig. 3.6 .--..., b 


itf I () , "
" 'L ---:1" 

Non-precipitating cumulus convection is a destabiUsing process (as of course 

is dry convection; see Fig.3.5.2). Even without large scale vertical motion, 

the oumulus layer will modify the vertical structure of the mean atmosphere, 

and deepen until the onset of precipitation introduces further factors (whioh 

accelerate the process). It will be remembered that ABai (1968) did not come 

to this conclusion, simply because hiB model did not evaporate any liquid 

water in the upper pari of the layer (see 2.4 and 2.6). 

The influence of large scale vertical motion (W) Is complicated, 

and will be discussed in chapters 4 and 5. 

We have established from the continuity equation for heat in the 

cumulus layer, and a semiquantitative discussion of the cloud heat fluxes, 

how the mean potential temperature in the cumuh.'; layer is modified. However 

the mechanism has not been discussed, although 3.5.2 indicates a connection 
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with the environmental stratification. In the next section, we shall show 

that it is the mean vertical motion of the stably stratified environment. 

which alters the IOC.11 potential temperature of the cumulus layer. 

3.7 Mechanism for modifying the m~1n atmosphere: a mass flux model 

In this section we shall discuss how the potential temperature 

structure of the cumulus layer is modified by compensating motions in the 

environment. The frequently used concept of cloud and environment was 

introduced in 1.3. It is a useful concep/., ne the timescale of modification 

of the mean stratification is longer than the lifetime of an individusl cloud. 

Hence to good approximation one can calculate the l1t1!-qTcle of a single 

transient cumulus clOUd, assuming the stratification to be constant. None

theless each cloud slightly changos the str!'.tlfication or environment for the 

next cloud. As far as the potential temperature distribution is concerned 

this is not a process which requires thorough mixing of cloud and enVironment. 

This model can be marlo precise by isolating a singie cloud's life

cycle, The idealised starting condition is a finite isolated region of atmosphere, 

enclosed by rigid vertical boundaries. at rest, and with a given stratification. 

/; single -::loud is allowed to pass through its entire Ufe-cycle. In the cloud, 

which shall occupy only part of this isolated region, the potenticl temperature 

of air llCrcels is modified, oy condensation and evaporation processes, from 

the horizontal mean G • This modified cloudy air rises, and then sinks. while 

in the rest of the layer. the environment, there are compensating vertical 

motions. After the cloud has completely evaporated, and the entire system 

come to hydrostatic equilibrium nguin, one can measure the vertical dis

placement of environment away from the cloud, where parcels of air have 

conserved potential temperature. 

For an environmental parcel: 

o ~ 60 = (:~e)t 6Z + e~e\ &t 
If 6 t »'t • the lifetime of the cloud, then 51.', is the final displacement 

of the environment produced by the cloud. It is now simple to calculate an 

average vertical velocity of the environment, appropriate to the area density 

of clouds in tho real atmosphere. Suppose there are N such clouds in time 
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Relat10n between environment and mean atmosphere 

e = (1 - ")0" t a.e c where a, is the mean area coverage 

of cloud at a levd. 
3.7.4 B - + C', ¢Ge 

where t.: = f>eGc 
.9.Q. .!l8 e a 

~.. = iit(a.¢ )at at 

From 2.7.3, 3.7.4 


05 a ( rl) (W- "') (de c, ( rI)1-"':L" c.. 'f' := - + Yl --;;- - - 0. f/ Iiit  de D oz, az J 

If the area coverage of cloud is small, then both of the terms in ( a, jIl) are 

negligible, The second term on the left hand side represents an increased 

storage of heat in the clouds; we have nlready neglected a similar (but 

larger) term for the increase of liquid wnter storage (in 3,3). so we shall 

neglect ~\ (a.,0) !lere. Equally, in the absence of extensive layer cloud there 

will be no regions where aOz(a.¢) is significant. 

Hence one obtains to good approximation: 

Thus if the area covera[,Q of clouds is small, one may usc the 

stratification and time r'ltc of change of onvironment and moan atmosphere 

interchl'.ngoably. It is the T!l(J<ln vertic"'} velocity of the environment, however, 

that is responsible for changing the potential tempc:mture structure of the 

layer. 

[rI iSs j J Je v.!j i6h.. if 
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3.8 Lapse Rate Control and Structure 

Before synthesising sectionrs. 4 to 3. 7, we shall consider the problem 

of the l::!ps2 rates in the eonvective layer. This is a natural development from 

the model of 3.7. Thel'e it wac chown that the life-cycle of a convective element 

modifies the stratification. CO:lv()Tsely this lifo-cycle is determined by the 

stratification. .As the convt,dion proeeedn, it oeoms logi~al to expeot the 

development of a stratification characteristic of either dry or cumulUl! con

vection.. This is observed (Ludlam, 1966). The iden that thoro is a close 

connection between the life-cycle of an individuru cloud and the stratification 

will be used in 5.2 to develop a closod model for tlw lapse rate structure of 

the cumulus layer. In this section, a few genQral topics will be discussed, 

and the otructure of tho dry and cumulus convective layers will be compared. 

It would have ooen more lOgical to develop n complete model for dry 

oonvection before considering eumuluo convection, ao it Is neoessary to model 

the dry Inyer, in order to link the cumulus convection to the ground. However, 

as the author hoo chosen to investigate cumulus convection, the dry layer will 

be derllt with more briefly. We shall first examine th" structure of the dry 

convective layer, and then contrast it with thnt of the cumulus layer. The 

similarities will bc aptm::'ent (indeed tho it.pse rate model of 5. 2 could bc 

adapted to determine II 2,-1ayer structure for the dry conV:1ctivo layc"" above 

the superadiabatio layer), but only the model for the flumulus layer will be 

fully justified in this thenin. 

Dry Convective Layer 

There has been little work on the prOl:llem of the c!mractc;'lstic 

stratification of this layer. In the so-oalled constant flux lay€r close to the 

surface, there is II down gradient heat transfer by turbulence, locally 

generated by shear and horizontru tempernturo gradients. AboVe this surface 

superadiabatic I<\yer, thero 1s a Inrr;ely buoyant tr!'.nsfer of heat upwards 

against a stable potential temperature gradient (iis/oz positive). 

This dry convective layer warms and its stratification is maintained. 

The maGS flux model of 3.7 is useful In undernta'lding thio process. 

Because of the difference in timese!'Je between the lifetime of a conveotive 

element and the modification of the stratification, one can again consIder the 
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isolated ascent of a single buoyant element through an envirorunent initially 

uniform and at rest. The buQYant element rises; the environment sinks in 

compensation conservinG petenthl rempemture. Again ono can desmibe 

the proocso by :'.n equation 

00 __ w ae 
0):5t ~ D az 

00 the sarno approximations are valid ( Q, - 0.1: seo later). 

As the stratification is stable, the mean temperature of the layer 

rises, while the rising element loseo buoyancy, and comes to rest. Tho 

warming of th<o layer does not requiY'o thorough mixing of the convective 

element and the environment. 

The precise details of the process are now included in the computation 

of W ' but we shall estimate It consistont set of numerical values for thoD 
relevant variables based on the surface heat flux, !l!ld the potential temperature 

excess of an element displaced upwards from the supcradiabatic layer. 

Turbulent mixing occurs in the subcloud layer as well DB in the cumulus 

layer, but as there is no evaporation of water, its effects are lRllTIc:;ically 

smaller, and initially it will be omitted. 

Two simple equations relate the surfnce heat flox to the parameters 

of a typIcal convectivQ clement, at a height of say 100m above the surface: 

F _pc "''''0'
cS J! 

where li~e is the surface heat flux 

a. " " fraction::!l are" coverage of rising convectivo eieI'1cmts 

'II' H " a typical vertical velocity of a riSing convective clement 

(} , ; potential temp. excess of a rising convective clement 

~ g-e • Z
Ii 

Numerical conetants havo been omitted. Henoo ono obtains a set of numbers, 

in accord with observation for 11 height of 100m. 

-1From 10 °0 em s 

e' = 1 "C 
we deduc0 -1

W' = 100 err: s 

CL = 1/10 
Since 

",W' - (I - o,)'.[{= ;) 

-1
-10 eli, -.,Wr; '" 
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This reprcoentative set of numbers can be completed by supposing, that the 

dry convective layer l'fls depth 

that all the surface heat flux foes to warming this layer; that there is no 

arc independent of height.other heat flux 1".0 thia layer; and that 

Then 
ae

3.il.5 ~ .. L' " 'pcp at s 

ae -1 -110-4 °0 s 1 UO C day= ilt "" 
From 3.3.1 ae 1 de 

= az -VI at 
D 

-1 -110-5 °C em = "10 C kr::"" 
Thus the typical stratification in the dry convective layer, deduced from this 

-",
simple consideration is +10 C km " in agreement with observation (0. g. 

Grant, 1965; Warner a.'ld Telford, 1967). 

Combining 3.8.1, 3.8.2, 3.8.4, 3.0.5, one obtaina 

3.8.6 ,)-17 e' 
. = (1-e,,);
UZ Z~1 

VI e see the temperature difference between top and bottom of the layer is not 

quite e'. The revon is warminG up ao the buoyant elements rise, so that, 

with the stmtification given by :;.8.6, the risinG clements have juot lost their 

buoyancy on reachinr: the height Zs' '1'1110 io :1 model without mixing (!l00 

later), but it ckarly illustrates, how air io cycled througb the system, u:1d 

the otratification io n1?intm.ned ss the layer warms up. (Fig. 3.8.1). 

I 
-----. "7",t ime 

III 
I 


I ~ .


I !I • 
I > • 

II I ~" •" 
• I • 
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I !/ if
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Fig. 3.8.1 

The fi l'l"l. lino is the stratification when a convective element st.'1rts 

Its ascent, the dashed Hne the stratificatio~l wocn it reaches tho top of the 

layer, and the dotted line tho stratification when the same air, after a much 
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longor time, has subsided with the environment back to near ground level. 

One further point about 3.8. S is th[,t it is really 

c ()' 13.8.7 	 = ( 1 - a) Lrp + z: 
~ 

but I p ' the dry parcel lapne rate is zero in the absence of mixing. 

The model presented above ie oversimplified in two importrlClt 

respectn 

(a) 	 There ie; no dilution or mixing of ue;ccndi:l& buoyant elements 

(b) 	 The heat flux everywhere in the layer is upwardn. This menno 

a kinetic energy generation at aU levels, the dissipation of which 

we have not conoideroo. Dcll (1960) showed that thero will bo 

a downward sensible heat flux at the top of the layer, where most 

of the kinetic energy, generated in the lower part of the layer, 

is reconverted to potential enercy. In other terms, the con

vective elements ovcmhoot their first level of no buoyanc-j. 

By considering these factors and the observed temperature etrllctUl'e 

we can qualitatively extend the model. 

Graphical Description of Dry Convection 

The obeerved tempernture structure of the dry convective layer (see 

for example Grant (1955); Warner al'ld Telford (1967), and chapter 6) is 

shown in Fig. 3. 8. 2, together with th8 path of a typical parcel rising with 

mixine; from the superadiabatic layer. Figs. :<. 8. 2, and 3. B. 3 for the heat 

flux, together give a self··consistent picture of dry convectior~. (see Fig. 3. 5.2). 

The surface superadiabatic layer is dominated by mechanical stirring, 

and there iEl a down gradient tranafcr of :-.eat. Convective: elements rise from 

thio layer, and being buoyant gain kiDetic energy. These elements are diluted 

by mixing (eq.3.4.14) aEl they ascend through the nearly dry adiabatic Ir:yer, 

which subsides between the riSing elements, as modelled earlier in this section. 

At the top of this layer there is a mo~e otable layer, which we shall call a 

transition layer if there in cumulus convection above. The convective elements 

overshoot their first level 'Jf zero buoyancy (e. g. Bee Grant 1965), and fall back 

finally to the base of the otable layer. 

http:eq.3.4.14
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The heat flux curve plotted against height is shown in Fig. 3. 8. 3 . 

It hllLl a turning point at the base of the stable layer.-. 

/1 , ' aoat NEGATIVE:,~ / 	 S'I1ABL.L: LAY,SRIf 
f1 p!/e

, I 

Ii 
 NJ::;ArILy' uCtY

j ADIAllAl'IC LAYEH 
 ali POSITIVE\ at 

Ii \/1 	 : \
/'t 	 I 

I \ 	 I 
' 

\ 
l'hCiJ \ 
I 

,------=,"----- '> --- --~-----~ 
"'~, SUPE!~ADIABATIC LAY DE 

~G, er 	 Jkp'il'G' 
SiGNSIJ3LE 
r!J:~Ar FLUX 

Fig. 3.8.2 

LEGEND 	 Tho dashed line is the path of a typical pa reel potential 


to-rr,pcraturo: 01" The firm lines are the mean lapse 


rate, and the upward sensible heat flux. Vi = o. 


Recalling 3.2.3 for Vi = (j 

.J iJ U = _ .2...(p- WiG' )
Dt 	 GZ 

it is clear that the nearly dry adiabatic layer is being warmed, while the 

stable Inyer is being cooled. There io ? downward heat transfer (maximum 

]80 ) tbe upper part of the layer associated with this co":fng, in fact lifting, 

of the stable layer. (This has ofton beon called 'erosion', but in fact the 

stable layer is cooled lar~ly by compensating ascent as described by 3.8.1). 

The positive area under the curve of Fl/;. 3.8.3 is related to the net 

kinetic enerGY generation in the layer. If two simplifIc'ltions are made, ia 

which 

(a) 	 one assumes no kinetic energy dissipation (as opposed to trans

formation back into potential energy). and no net kinetic energy 
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generation; 

(b) 	 one roplaces the stable layer of finite depth by an idealised In

version of zero depth. (C'hln requires very rapid mixing 

when the clements reach Zs), and assumeo that the lapse 

rate in the nmrly fldiabatic layCl' does not change with time, 

then OIle obtains the Umiting case deduced by :,a11 (1960), in which the 

downward heat flux from tOle inversion equals the surface heat flux. 

Z 
A 

E~e = - Fae 

Fig. 3.8.4 

In general one migbt expect 

C<k<1where 

A detailed modo! of the lapse rate structure of the dry convective layer 

similar to that of 5.2, would yield a value for k as il function of the dilution 

of a typical convective element. ?reliminary calculations, and compllrison 

with observatiotm, indicate that k io about 0.5, rather than 0,1 or less. 

In chapter 4, we too shall idealise the problem by considering only 

a sharp inversion of zero depth, but kinetic enorgy dissipation will be 

allowod for through the use of 3.6.9. 
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The Cumulus Layer 

The lapse-rate structarc of tho cumulus layer proDonto some 

differc:1t problems, but once thoir nature is understood, it can be socn 

that the strucV.l!"o in th(; two layers io cCloentiaHy similar. Tho Dimplest 

workable model has 11 2 layer structure and a typical comroctive element. 

Such a model will. bo dovolopod in dotall in 5.2. 

In this section we ohall outline the similaritios and differences 

between t[1O lapse rate problem in the cumuluo and dry convectivo layors, 

for" o 

(a) 	 Parcel lapse rates for ascent and descont, with entminment, 

are different in both layet's. The mmlogues of 3.4.5, 2.4.5 

in the dry layer were 3.1.14 

where 0(J is an exceoo temperature of all cloment over its 

surroundings, s is!l. scale length for mixing. 

However these are centred on r J which is zero, while 

in thl) cumulus layer r c1 ,J~2 are centred on rw . 

(b) 	 Tho presence of the water phase change ill the cumulufl layer 

produccs compIiC,?_tioUfl. As shown in 3.3.1, U,e total hO[r~ 

flux is no lonL;or simply the sensible heat flux, so that the 

kinotic ene.5Y generation is no longer related to the totr.;l 

heat fl'lX. 

Nonetheless if the approximate vu;:iable [) LiS 'loud to wpl~.ce G 

then tho heat flux diagramo for dry nnd wet ~onvoction beoome 

olosely anaIocouo, and so too do parcel paths on a (J1 -z diagram. 

(see Figs. 3.5.1 and 3.5.2). 

(c) 	 However the boundary conditions at the bottom of the layers arc 

Significantly different, and this accounts for the differenoe between 

Figs. 3. 5.1 and 3. 5. 2. There is a positive oensiblc hoat flux into 

tho dry layer at the ground, but, because of the stable layer at 

the top of this dry layer, there is a negative sensible heat flux 

into the cumulus layer through cloud-base (soe I'Jso chapter 4). 

Hence whereas ~~ -(1- c:.)rp is positive in the dry layer, in 
(1,6 

the cumulus layer it must be neGative if the clouds are to regain 
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buoyancy, nnd accelerate upwnrco. 

1'1 < I'e1 

where 1'1 io tho bpso rate in tho lower part of the cumnluf.l 

layer. This must be gcncn1l1y trw" for eumnlus convection: 

that r c1 sots an upp.;;r bound for the lapse rate in the lower 

part of the c:lmuluG layer. r,c!ow r".uch smaller thzm r c " is 

r 1 will bo resolved in 5,2. (Wo shall also fino that a, is 

very smnll in the cumulus layer: only a few perc(mt). 

(d) In the upper part of the cumulus layer there is a more stable 

layer where 


f >

2 

This bringo the ascending cloudy air to rest. It then descendo, 

evaporatin;:; Its liquid water and comes into potential temperature 

equilibrium with the environment at the level Z" which divides 

the 2 characteristic laplJe ratos 1', ' I 2 and Is also the level of 

maximum downward total heat flux. This is the (limplo strueture 

modelled in f'. 2. :Reel soundings may not show such a sharp 

divioion between f, and r 2 ' but this is a discontinuous two 

layer rtpproximetion to reality. 

The ess£mtial difference here from the dry layer is tbat tho dry 

conVective clemente arc losing kinetic enerD' over tho whole 

rogion where thc (se.1siblc) heat flux is downwards, wncro[:.s 

the clouds lose kinetic O!'.crD' only above Z l' althoueh the total 

hoat flux is down:wards ttr'oughout tho cumulus layor. 

We mm oum up the fluxes, parcel paths and stratifications in Fig.!!. 8. 5. 
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CLOUD TOP 

il 

LAYER 

z 
1\ 

CCOLING 

ViA!tNUra 

(@OLING) 

WARMING 

Fig, 3, $, 5 

Notes: 

~ 

(i) VI '" 0 

iii) 6 and 6L are identical in the sub-cloud layer and () "" 6L 
in the cumulus layer, 

(iii) The dashed lines are typical parcel paths. 0L( c) is less than 6 c 

while the typical cloud parcel has a non-zero liquid water 

content, (}c is in fact greater than 1) over most of the range 

to 
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Figure 3.8.5 requires some i'urther comm<;uts 

l'lyo;:' fell' the more ot,\blc layor ~t t~c top of th0 dry COilVCCtlVC 

risinb' 'I'hlo 10 dioclJ.G:30d in cr~'lptcr {. 

COINccEon frorri the gTound doc~ :2Dt riso througt i;tto the cu:muluc 

lnyc:::,. This is cccautc tbE lap:'Jc rate ,}O/.3Z in t~10 t.:!u:l1ulus 

layer in sever!'),1 t"rnoG tt./lt in tho auh- ;;ioud laYQr. It follows frorl'l 

only b", 11 f::-ad~on 0: ¥I'D in the sub-clond !:lyer b m~jntai1'l oqufl.l 

aO/ot in th'J two lnyers. If t:1e two byers ',\!:lrm at cqud rnt88, 

t:10n the tr;:.reitior; In.ycr, whic:t cetcrminOA the fl'nction of t~lC 

buoyancy t nJ1J] r'loce to iOr'~"Il c:ou~s i:'1 tho cumuluc layer, 10 

also m:1int~i.r,cd. It should te: clear th::t this in a dGHc~to control 

in the c'.lf.:)u1us h!.yor produces £ 

Wn . Thic is Wi1.'Jo q'.entit'ltivc in chapter 4. 

(1ii) 

COl"f0ct!ve cl e;nont by jU3t two: t:10EC that arc trapped in the 

s'lb-c1o'Jd lay!)!, the majority; and a second group which rioo 

t:> the lop of tho cur.nlu8 !ayox·. W(; shall re[l;flrd flll tho little 

cloudo whic:1 m!lrk the top of dry convection fron tho [,roune, 

but which never l'egnin baoYm1cy in tIm cumulus byer, an in 

the firc t cl1.te(!:ory . 

lei Tho detailed structure of tho cumulus layer is conoid::Jrod 

diagmmntically in 3.1 0, ~d more quantitatively in charter. 

5. We sh"lI compare our r1edl~ction(J with some observation!: 

i'.'. chapt<..:r 6. 
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3.9 Discussion of earlier work on mass flux models 

The fourth category of models, referred to in 2.1 as mass i;ranoport 

models, were not dincussed in that scction. V10 shall here cOllBider three 

such models of convection, in the lig11t of earlier scctiOllB of this chapter, 

particularly 3. '(. 

1) 	 Fraser (1968) discussed cut::luluo convection in terns of a net 

cloud mass flux, and Il.ticmptod to distinguish cloud and onviron

ment in a ~anner Similar to tllo discussion in :3.7. 

2) 	 Pearce (1968) used a mnar flux model to discuss tho modification 

of the environment by cumulonimbUfl towero. This author used 

oynoptic data, in a bud[ot otudy of the synoptic scale £ieldo, to 

deduce the environmentcl vertioal velocity 'iIe '" i + YlD 

(see cq. 3.7.5). He found t:k'lt We « Vi 

3) 	 Haman (1969) discussed the modification of tho atmosphere by 

cumulus convection. He presentoo his work in a different, though 

essentially equivalent, mallIlCC:C in terms of what he called 'net 

entrainment or detrair.mcnt' froIn the environment at any level. 

(This is the Z derivative of our net oloud maoo flux, averaged 

over the life-cycle of 11 cloud. 

The present author is indebted to all these. 

Haman presented his results in a graphioal form, which we shall 

use, and extend here. He considered only VI '" 0 • 

Usinf,thesymbolsof3.7.2, net oloud flux is o,Wc ~-(1- a)Vln 
He used tho term 'not entrainment' (E) from the environment if o/az (c We) 

was positive at a height z (that is, if over its ~~clc a cloud removed 

mnas from the cnYironmont at that height), and 'net dotrmnmcnt' (0) for 

the reverse Situation where a/az ('t We )was negative :>.t a height. 

Haman's typical non-preoipitating oumulus, averaged over its life-cycle, 

may be expressed equivalently in 2 diagrams. 
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Z z 
l' 

E = NET ENTRAINMENT 
D = NET DETRAINMENT 

l' 

) 

Fig. 3.9.1 

The left-hand curve Is the height derivative of the curve on the right. 

Haman showed that the changes in stratification follow from the net entra1n

ment or detrainment. This is entirely equivalent to specifying WD• and using 

3.7.5 
~ 

(for 'If " 0) 

Fraser showed with reasonable assumptions that thCl"e must be a 

region of net downward cloud mass flux near the top of a layer of non

precipitating cumulus. This Is important as it excludes the poaslbllUy shawn 

in Ftg. 3.9.2 

Z Z 

/ 
D 

i 
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Although both these authors were aware that cumulus convection oan 

destabilisc the atmosphere, both papers are largely qualitative. In 

3.10 we shall draw together the work of this chapter, and establish 

FIg. 3.9.1 on a firm quantitative basis asing eqUlltions 3.6.1 and 

3.7.5. 

3.10 	 Graphical Description of non-precipitating cumulus oonvootion 

The ideas developed in this chapter will now bo interrelated to 

give a quantitativo pioture of non-preolpitating oumulus convection for 

Vi = 0 • It will become clear whioh unknowns remain to be investigated. 

We shall indioate how the model wUl be extended In later ohapters. 

The two important equations are, after putting Vi = 0 

- ae '" (6) a (~ w;--'.)3.6.1 ,pcp at - 6L ilZ pCp 6L 

il6 
~ 

06'3.7.5 ar=-WDE 

The form of the total heat tranoport funotion in 3.6.1 has been 

sketched in Fig.S. 6. The general form of the lapse rate ~~ in the cumulus 

layer will be considered in 5.2; but we know from observation thai the 

stratification of e is stable for dry air. We can therefore draw consistent 

graphs of total heat flux, ae/at, WD, ae/az 

Integral constraint 

Integrating 3.6.1 from cloud-base to the top of the cumulus layer, 

and neglecting the variation of ( e /6L) 
Z2r ~ 	 --

3.10.1 	 JZb}cp ~~ dZ = (}cp W'8')Zb 

since the liquid water flux is zero at beth limits, and the sensible hoat flux 

may be assumed zero above the oumulus layer. 

The sensible heat flux into the cumulus layer throngh oloud-base is an 

unknown we require 

3.10.2 

It will be determined in chapter 4. Fb6 will typically be rather smaller 

than the maximum value of the upward total heat nux in the cumulus layer. 

In the two layer model of the cumulus layer which will he developed in 
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chaptor 5, the rnid lovel, Z1' will be at this level of maximum total 

(downward) heat flux. 

3.10.3 

TypicnUYl'16~m be several timoa greater than Fbe ' as indicated in Fig.3.G. 

However we shall not calculate from the abovo formula, but fromF16L rZ' ~ 
3.10.4 - FoG ~ - JZ ~~ dZF10L J cpb 

I 

7he changing temperature in H.e cumulua layer will bG determined from 

d6b/dt ,and a lapse rate model for the time devciopment of tho atructurc 

of tho cumulus layer above (aoe chapter 5). 

Using 3.7.5, 3.10.2; 3.10.1 and 8.10.4 may 00 re-oxprossod 

l Z2 ~ 

S.10.5 - c w ae dZ _ ;'
Zb P p D az = £be 

Z1 
3.10.6 - w aelZb.Pcp Daz dZ ~ F10L-FbtJ 

With jF1BLl > IFbel (both negative), and oe/az positivo 

everywhere in the cumulus layer. it follows that WD ia downwards betwoen 

Zb and Z1 and upwardo betweon Z1 and z2 

proVided the total heat flux function haa the uniform variation shown in 

Figs. 3.6 and 3.10, 

In circumstnnces where the lapee rates in the cumuluG layer aro 

not changing rapidly (soc cMptor 5) ono may to first approximation assume 

FbE>« F 16L 

Recalling 3, 7. 2 

3.7.2 o.Wc = - (1 -0.) WD 
which for a. « 1 becomes 

aW c = -Vi
D 

we see that both 3.10.5 and 3.10.6 may bo written in terms of a cloud mass flux. 

The series of diagrams in Fig.3.l0, summarise tho deSCription of 

the modification of the cumulus layer in terme of 3.6.1 and 3.7.5 (I.e. for Vi ~ 0) 

Wo havo alao added a curve for the net entrainment or detrainment (see 3.9 

and Haman (1969». 

http:Fig.3.l0
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3.11 Conclusion: 

The parameters wo shall requiro in chaptor 5 for the hoat transports 

by tho cumulus clouds in our 2-layar m:ldol are :c'b6 '~6L The sensible hoat 

flux through cloud base will be calculated in the next chapter. As mentioned 

nbovc F 10L will be calculated indirectly from 3.10.4. F 16L- F be is the 

shnded area in Fig. 3.10. It is clear that thiB requires tho specification of 

the lapso-rate r in tho cumuiuslayer, a!l.d the cloud mass flux into the
1 

cumuius layer. The lapse rate problem is considered in 5.2. and tho cloud 

mass flux through cloud-base will be determined together wilh Fbe in the 

next chapter. 1..11 these variableB will 00 dQtermined for the general case 

when the levels Zb' Z1' Z2 are varying. !l.'1d there is a larger scale vertical 

motion field iii, so Fig. 3.10 must be ro;::arded as valid only for a simple 

case. 

Recalling chapter 2, and tho model of Asat. it Is now apparent that 

either oloud mass flux. or total heat transport might be regarded 

as a moasure of the intensity of the cumulus convection, rather thm just 

W'i"Ei' • It has not yet boon shown how tho cumulus convection is linked 

to the surface heat fluxes. This is the subject of chapter 4. in which we shall 

develop a model for tho dry convective layer. 

Water vapour transport in the cumulus layer hac not :JOt been disoussed 

other than to develop eq. 3.3.2. This will receive further consideration in later 

ohapters, when water vapour budgets ns well us heat budgets will be considered. 

It is thought that 1l£.1 a good first approximation the changeD in tho temperature 

structure of the cumulus layer mo.y be caloulated with the given water vapour 

distribution (us in the lapse-rate model of 5.2). 
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Chapter 4 The Dry Convective Layer 

Introduction 

In this chapter we shall examine ~ow the convective mass flux Into 

the cumulus layer (V{Db) depends on the boundilry conditlolllJ at tho surlace 

and the large-scale vertical motion (Vi'). For this purpoOG the structure 

of the cumulus layer above cloud-base will bo assumed. 

In sections 4.2 to 4.5 a simple closed model is developed for a 

layer of dry convection when there arc no cumulus clouds above. The 

sensible heat and water vapour balances are considered, and the time 

development of the layer predicted. The interrelation of the surface fluxes, 

surlace parameters: tl 0';::0 ' and values of f!, r in the dry layer arc 

discussed for tho different caseo of convection over land and sea. 

In 4.6 to 4.9, this model is extended to deser-tbo the sub-cloud 

layer, when the fluxes of sensible heat and water vapour into the cumulus 

layer require additional parameterisation. The height of cloud-base and 

its relation to the boight of the transition layer are examined. The 

control exorted on cumulus convection (throughWDbl by cloud base variation 

and large-scale suboidence Is made quantitative. 

It will become clear that over land the nature of tho surlaco 

boundary conditions 10 such that no aspect of the problom can bo determined 

without a closed modol of the whole convective boundary layer. Sucb a 

model 10 ncco6sary to calculate a0' r0 at the surlace. Over the sea 

where eo, r 0 follow from the Gurlace temperoture and pressur~, the 

heat and water vapour budgets can be considerod separately (but only if the 

virtual temperature correction is neglected). 
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:L1 Dry Convection 

Tho general structure of the dry convective layer was outlined in 

the last chapter (Figs. 3.5.2, 3.8.5) and ia repeated below in Fig.4.2. 

As mentioned in 3. B, we shall discuss the time development of the dry 

convective layer in only a simplified manner, but it is essential to have 

some simple model of thin layer in ordcr to link the cumulus layer to the 

surface fluxes. The basic assumption we shall make is that the lapse rate 

structure of the dry layer ean be approximated by 2 layers: a lower nendy 

dry adiabatic Inyer, beneath a much shallower very stable laYElr. Some 

budget equations will be developocl for this simple 2-layer model, which 

will then be further idealised to a dry adiabatic layer, beneath a:.l 

idealined invorsion of zero depth. 

z z 

Zt+ I·,,// ,
Z ,s , 

0P! 

I 

I 

I 

I,, 

The structure of the superadiabatic layer will not be considered in 

this thesis. 'Surface! variables should be taken to mean valuoo in the super

adiabatic layer at screen level, not the earth's surface. 

The firot feature to be considered in modelling tho convective layer 

is whether or not there arc cumulus clouds, as these will requiro additional 

parameterisation even in the dry layer (see 4.6). A suitable simple criterion 

is to assume no clouds if the lutine condensation level (L. C • L. ) of surface 

air is more than a few hundred metres above ZS' If there are cumul'us 

clouds, it appears that cloud-bane closely coincides with Zt (the top of 
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the more stable transition !l::.yer} , so we must exanino in some detail tho 

connection between the heil'hts of cloud-baee 3lld the stable layer (soo 4.6 

and 4.9). The first fow scctions of this cllaptcr will be concerned with the 

development of the dry convective layer when there are no cumuloo clouds. 

It is clear from Fig. 4.2, that the dry layer will deepen an the 

stable top is cooled, that is, Ufted. This problem was discussed by 

Ball (1960) (see Fig. 3.8.4), though orJy in terms of the erosion of an 

idcaUscd inveraion at the top of a drj' adiabatic layer. HiD model involved 

some approximr,tiol1ll which we shall I!l€ntion, but it remains useful; it 

will be extended to form a closed model for the dry convective layer, 

including largo scale subsidence. 

We shall first discuss a model of Fie. 4.2, before simplifying the 

lapse rate structure, 

4.3 	 The dry layer: sensible heat bal311cc, and time development 

Tho following simplWcationa will be made 

(1) 	 Eadi !l.tivo transfers are neglected (away from the surface) 

(ii) 	 Horiz,)!ltui derivatives of (} ,r are assmned Boro. 

(ill) 	 The initial condition 1s a COllotant stable stratification. r • and 

constant lapac of mixinr; ratio ( ar / il Z ), above the convective 

layer. 
w;H-p 

(Iv) will be taken to incroaac linQarly.,from zero at the ground 

to a constant vnlue i'tW-t at the top of the stable layor. 

:3oth (iii) and (iv) arc only algebraic simpUficationo. 

The baste equation which we established for dry convection was: 

-- ae .... -06 a --- 3.2.3 	 Par + pWiiZ = - az(pW'0') 

The form of W7i3I is sketched in Ftg. 'k.2. We shall be concerned with the 

two layers: 
o < Z < 	Zs 

We note that Zt • the top of the stable layer is also taken to be where Fte = 0 , 
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The surface heat flux F 06 , is the value in the !lo-called "constnnt flux" 

layer. Tho otablo layer. los to Zt ,io being cooled by a downward 

heat flux (-FSO), 

Wo !lhall define an avcrage vari!),blc f0r 

{Ze;
=J ejidz

o 

whcro 
 (p 0 will 00 MBUmed constant). 

T!lero are !lcvoral algebraic stepe in the derivation of the time-rate of 

change of tl1io vertically averngod variable, since the heie!1t Z~ of the 
o 

bane of t!le stable layer is in General cllaneing. However the end roauIt 

(oq.4;l,2 below) haa a simple pbyoical interpretation. First we obtru.n, from 
::;S

tho definition of o ,that 

d ::;S 

d"t 0 

ae at pdZ 

Tho first term represents the incroane in through the incorporation 

of ru.r with potentlru. tempernture es' T!1e second term is easily computed 

by Gubotituting from 3.2.3, and then making simplification (iv) to r;:Ive 

The physical intorpretlltion of t:1<) last term is that, With mass dfvorf)"once 

uniform with respect to pressure (tv). subSidence removcs air from the 
;::-s

layer 0 < Z < With tho memo pote"ltial temperoture of that layer (0 ) 

and replaces it With ru.r from above (65 ), 

Combtnlng the above equations. we obtvln 

4.3.2 ~DS ctt rs = ~~ - ~~ +Ps(~-ws)(es-t') 
There ill a nimHar equation for the whole layer 0 < Z < Zt 

32.t d ;::-t ~oe I dZ ~ \ ~ ",t
4.3.3 g dT0 "c t)3t\dt!;-'iVt)CEJt-e) 

p 

Since = 0 • Fte 

) 
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Tho complete solution of tho problem involves tho calculation of 

tho time-devclopr.wnt of the separate laYN's frol'1 tho boundary conditions, 

and oithor a model for the transports by the dry convective olemente, or a 

model for the lapoe rate stl"':cturc in terms of those elements, We have 

devclopod a model of the latter kind in chapter 5 for the cumulus layer, and 

this could be adapted to tho dry layer (although at present we probably know 

less about the behaviour of dry cOllvective eler!lents than about cumulus 

clouds). ThlG taDk will not be atiol'1pted in thio thesis, so we shall simplify 

4,3. 2 and <~. 3. 3 by idoalising the Inpae rate [;trncture to a dry adiabatic 

layer, beneath an inveroion of zero dept~l. Fig. 4.2 oocomcs Fig. 4.3, 

but we can no longer plot a meani11Sfu! parcel path. 

Z l' Z 
,~ 1

Zt 
~ 

6 s ' 
'.f-LlO7 

8t Ii'56 JF'te 

-~~.----;> 

G e 
Fig. 4.3 

In lottillf: Zs -t Zt ,we lose aU information about the depth of 

the more stcl>le layer (or trnnsitionlayer if there Is a cumulus layer above), 

but it enables one to make a oimple budget for the layer 0 < Z < Zt . In 

treatine; t he layer 0 < Z < Zs as dry adiabatic , wo lose 

eight of the mochalusm by whicb this layor gets wanner, and we can no longer 

present a physical picture for the beat nux curve. HoweV0T Without a complete 

lapse rate mocel for the dry layer, we cannot determine «(j IS - t' ) : by 

approximating to Fir;. 4.3, we oogl.ect it. 

Tho juotification for tbio simplification is that we know from 

observation (see for example Chapter 6), that 
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is amaH compured with 
- ;t-Je -u io onall compared with 1) t - (i ss 

Vlith tIllS simpltficatio:l, 4.:1.2, 4.::'.3 reduce; to 

~64.3.4 	 ~t celt if -
Foe 

g 	 C cp p 
_ IdZ ~ )4.3.5 	 £J?.t ~ 

g 
~ 	 t+ Ptld'tt - Wcp 


VIe have dropped the superlix on e and O~~ ~ 

~ 

It follows that 

4.3.6 	 = -.PtCpL\G(~~t-Wt) 
where is the strength of the inveroion. 

The interpretation of 4.3.4 to 4.3.61s straightforward. If 
dZt - -	 Vi = 0dt t 

the inversion is moving with the !!lean vortical motion of tho air at that level, 

and there is no incorperation of air from above the inversion Into the dry 

adiabatic layer. :- 'Ilt in 00 far ao 

dZ ......

-t-'il.>O
dt c 

(G. g. if Wt = 0 and Zt rises), nnd Cle io non-zero, there ia incorporation 

of air from above tho inversion, with exceos temporature £16 , into the dry 

adiabatic layer which in0reanos ~ . Tl1e m0ch:mism of t[tis process can 

be understood oatfsfactorily only by returning to Fig. 4.2. 

The osscntici purpose in expressing t!K) heat flux, F s8 ' throui)h the 

base of the inversion in this namlor, Is to relnte the surfaco hoat flux to t:.e 

and the rise of the inversion rolative to thC) mean vertical air motion, USing 

equation 3.8.9: 

3. O. 9 	 = - k Foe wh(~re 0 < k < 1 

If we put Vi" 0 

k " 1 


all our results reduco to those of Ball (1960). 


However this model can be extended, and indeed closed, by adding 

an equation for [:, fJ • 
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3.8.9 

4.3.6 

1.3.7 
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Equation for L'1.version strength: t:.e 

d - f ao) JZt r-0 tit _ t \at't + atd 
I ,'Z,t

Cit 6 t = \dt - Wt ) r 

T!lat 113 et changes if the inversion docs ;'lot move with the mean vcrticl'l air 

motion. Ey definition 

Ll6 = at - Ii 


d r(dZ t dO

d t (1)0 ) 	 = \dt - Wt } -at 

Tho warming of the dry adiabatic laycr mduces 60 , and the lifting 

of the inversion relative to the mean nil' motion, incrennes l:. e 

Solution: 

The S()t of equationo 4.3.1,4.3.8,4.3.7, and 3.8.9 C!L'l bo solved 

for tho four variables Zt' e, DO ,Fc'O' !:iven F 06' Vito r,1', k; 

ane ass~ine the hydrostatic relation botwoon p and Z. 

~t ..:Lv -Cp 	 = 1" F sag dt 00 

FsO = 	 - k F 00 

I dZt 
J? sO = 	 - Pt c 6f:J - Vi,·t )p I, Cit 

I 1 ~r ' (,,"t 	 'it) dB
ddt eM) 	 = 1-' \dt 	 dt 

3. a. () relates F ,,0 to F 06 in termo of a diooipation parameter k whose value 

has to be detcl'l"ul'.8d, either theoretically or from obs()rvationB. Tho author 

would suggest a likely value to be in the range 0.2 to 0.7, based on some 

very provioional calculations. 

d(J as a funotion of !\Pt , F 06 follows immediately from 4.:1,4 and 
dt 

3.0.9 

de _ g("+k)~ 

Cit - c p Llpt 


This Cl'.n bo intee;ratod from an initial state, [;:Iven Pt (or Zt) as a 

function of tine (soe below). 

dit;< Ae) 	 io found by eliminating F' oe ' F'Sl1 from 4.3. 4 USing 3. 8. 9 

and '1.3.6, and then Dubst1tutingfor difjdt in 4.3.7, to give 

http:detcl'l"ul'.8d
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4.3.9 .1 ;.1= "6 p (dZt - Wt '!
k t dt 

Given Pt and iiit as functions of ti ':'10, 0'10 may solve for {; e • An 

alternative equation for /::, 6 in termG of. tho surface flux is [oood by 

eliminatinG (cl~t - Wt) from 4.3.7 uoine '~.S.6, and the eliminati1'lg 
- dt 

(1" • 3" 9 , 3 to0 .dt oy .0. 1 ;.C •• o} glve 

cl k r ~~ 4.3.10 dt (LID) '" JS c A
t p 

In general, one may solve 4.3.9, and 4.3.10 fOl' 00 and Pt ns funotions of 

time, from given initial conditiollfl. 

Some simple solutions 

General solutions will not be obtained for these 0quations, but simple 

cases are illustrative. It is claar fmm 4.3. C tb.'lt th::; total heat flux into the 

layer 0 < Z < is between OTIC and two times t.'1e surface heat flux 

depending on the value of Ie • T'lis is true in general, and was first 

suggc:sted by Ball (1960). For Simple casca, it is ansy to calculate both /::'6 

in terTf'.s of the depth of the dry layer, and the rate of deepening of this same 

layer. 

(a) W = G 

If the mean vertical volocity is Z?r0 everywhere, then 4.3.9 olmpHfies. 

Thuo, cha.'lfjil1r: to pressure co-ordinates ~"ld keepIng P oconstant, we obtrin 

4.3.11 llPt cl 
f" (ft( (0) 
D 

With (de/ill') and k 

equation with CO!1otant coofCioients: the solution is 

4.3.12 M " 2kk+ 1 (~~) l:;Pt 

"0 - 2kk+ 1 r Zt if variations of; are neglected . 
Thus the ntrength of the inversion is directly relatcd to tho depth ef tho layer 

and to the lapse rate r above in tho free atmosphere (which has been taken 

as constant). If 4.3.12 10 substituted in4.3.6 and 3.B.9, an equation is 

obtained for the rate at Which the dry layer deepens : 

constants, t~rlB is 11 homogeneouo ordinary differential 

.. 
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(b) non-zero: a steady state solution for Zt. Ae • 

If the mean vertical velocity is non-zero, and we start the model 

with a small l\pt and 00, then the inversion lifts rapidly, as given by sub

stituting 3.8.9 in 4.3.6, and rearranging 

<lilt4.3.14 +dt 

But if iii is negative (large scalo subsidence), then as 68 increases, dZt/dt 

decreases, and there exists a solution with Zt, 46 constant when 

4.3.15 	 - kF~G 

and, from 4. 3 . 10, for constant Afj 

4.3.16 k 
k+1 

r ~ 
PtF; 

r Zt neglecting; variations 

Eliminating 00 gives a third relation: 

4.3.17 "I r £.E.t- CIt _ 
P PtfS 

Conclusions 

These equations indicate useful relations between the approximate 

structure of a dry convective layer, the large scale motion field, and the 

sensible heat flux at the surface. 

(1) 	 Eqs. 4.3.12 and 4.3.16 suggest that the dissipation parameter k, 

itself related to the physics of an individual dry convective element, 

may be estimated from the strength, {; e , and the height of an 

inversion. 

(U) 	 Eq. 4.3.13 gives the rate of lifting of an inversion, for example, 

the inverSion produced by nooturnal cooling. In diurnal oonvection 

the dry oonvective layer will deepen untU Zt reaches the lifting 

oondensation level of elements rising (with mixing) from the surface 

superadtabatic layer. The cumulus must then be parameterised 

(8e04.6). 

-
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(iii) 	 If there is subsidence, then the maximum height of the inversion 

is given by 4.3.17. We see that the greater the subsidence, the 

lower the inversion height. Thus it is clear that sufficient Bub

sidence will suppress clouds altogether, by depressing the steady 

state inversion height to below the L. C. L. of surface air. 

However no amount of subsidence will depress the inversion to 

the ground in this model, since the shallower the dry adiabatic 

layer, the greater de/dt. This keeps Ae smail, constant, 

and satisfying the above equations. (The influence of radiation 

is considered below). 

(Iv) 	 Eq. 4.3.15 relates the inversion strength to the surface heat flux 

and the large scale subsidenoe. This could be of great use in 

synoptio scaie studies as a means of estimating from F00Wt 

and vice-versa, once we have a good value for k. 

The approximation of the lapse rate struoture, and the convectivo 

transports, is less serious than the omission of radiation. 

Radiation: 

On tlmesoales longer than !l day, radiative cooliog of a dry convective 

layer beneath an inversion is important. Typloally the dry adiabatic layer is 

moist and the subsiding air above the inversion very dry, so the radiative 

oooling of the dry layer may represent a rate of heat loss oomparable with 

the surlace heat flux. This adds an additionai term to 4.3.4, reducing dO/clt. 

The steady state inversion streneth Ae will be increased, to a value bigger 

than that given by 4.3.16. However 4.3.15 will still be satisfied (see (iv». 

Most subsidence inversions are long lived, and for these, radiative 

fluxes cannot be neglected, as in this simple treatment. 
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4.4 Water Vapour Balance 

In dry convection, the transports of heat and water vapour may be 

treated independently, except for the virtual temperature correction In 

estimating density and buoyancy. When the Bowen ratio Is small, this 

correction becomes important, as the virtual potential temperature flux 

~W' e~ ,and the potential temperat1!re flux VI 'e' ,then differ markedly. 

For example when the 

Bowen ratio 
~ 

VI'El' v 

Even smaller Bowen ratios are common in the Trades. The set of equations 
. e T

in 4.3 are however valid with El replaced by Elv (defmed by _v = _v )
(j T 

Nonetheless. an Independent set of equations ~ required for the water 

vapour balance. Our approach is fundamentally the same as in 4.3, but as we 

neither need, nor have, a direct relationship between Fsr and For ' we shall 

not idealise the vertical water vapour structure. It is necessary only to define 
6 -t IZt.5.'..t r = -;1) dZ 

G O-t 


61' " rt - r 

when the analogues of 4.3.3 and 4.3.7 are 


~t d;::t F IdZt4.4.1 dt I' rr + fit tsr\dt!~ 

4.4.2 it 61' = (~~) (~~t - wt ) - :t i' 
With For' (a'i'/az), (above the InverSion) and \'It given, and lIPt. dZt/dt 

determined in 4.3 from the a balance, this pair of equations au he integrated 
-t

from an initial condition to give r • 6r. 
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~ Surface Boundary Conditions: closure 

These are a common problem to both dry and cumulus convection and 

have received much attention. We shall only indicate very briefly how the 

surface fluxes Foe. F or are constrained. If these can be related to 

"If and i" • the dry convective problem becomes closed. 

Land and sea surface boundaries can conveniently be distinguished. 

Sea 

The sea surface variables ;:; a ' r 0 are determined once the sea 

surface temperature and pressure ':r 0 Po are given (r 0 = r seT o'Po~'I 

We shall suppose that the fluxes are adequately related to eo' e 
r 0 , r by bulk aerodynamic equations of the form 

4.5.1 F au " G(l Po c 
p 

(0 
0 

- e) Va 

~-.12..4.5., F G L cra-i') Voor " r Po 

where V0 is the magnitude of the wind at some level in the super'adiabatic layer 

Go' G are coefficients appropriate to that level, and to the finite differencesr _ _ 

0-~,r-r.o 0 

Go' C are essentially drag coefficients. but have some dependence on 
r 

Richardson number in the superadiabatic layer. (G - e), (r - 'i') become finite 
o 0 a- ill' 

differences from screen level to the top of the superadiabatic layer, if ai I az 
are small in the dry layer above. In this situation it is probable that 

Co = Cr 
These are only approximate relations, and clearly depend critically on the co

efficients G • Cr' A more careful study of the structure of the Buperadiabatic e
 
layer is deSirable. 


Land 

The land surface boundary conditions are more compUcated,4. 5.1 and 

4.5.2 may still be used, but (l o. r 0 are no longer given, but are functions of 

the solar heating, and evaporation from the surface. 

Two further relations are required. One relates the heat fluxes to 

the net radiative flux at the ground, and the ground storage of heat: 
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4.5,3 

where 


N is the net radiative flux at the ground 


G is the downward heat flux into the ground. 


An'Other relationship, which in some way desoribes the availabil1ty 

of water for evaporation, is necessary. One may write an equation of the form 

= (r (1' ) - r ) s 0 0 

where 

V R is II wgeiatJve reSistance to evaporation. dependent on type of vegetation, 

soil moisture eto. The easier it is 'to evaporate water from the surface, the 

smaller v~. (All. open water surface has V = G). Strictly T ,r should not be 
n ROO 

screen level values but those at the level of the vegetation. 

With these 2 further relations, one can solve for the surface fluxes 

over land given V!.l' N, G, (;, ~. 

Closure: Summary of 4.2 to 4.5 

In these sections we have established in outline a closed system of 

equations to describe the dry convective layer, when there are no cumulus 

clouds. 

Over the Sea 

The heat and water vapour problems arc distinct, apart from the 

virtual temperature correotion. 

(a) Given 8 , V0 and Co at the surfaoe 
0 

it ,r in the 'free' atmosphere 


and k 


one may oalculate 


Foe' Fs8' '0, tAO, Z;I; as functions of time from a given initial 

oondition of the atmosphere, using 4.3.4. 3.8.9. 4.3.6, 4.3.7. 

4.5.1. 

(b) Given r ,vande at the surface o 0 r 

IV (ar/az) in the free atmosphere
t 

and Z,I: from (a) 


one may calculate 
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F' r. b.r as functions of time from a given initial condition, using or' 

4.,•• 1. 4.4.2 and 4.5.2 

Over land 

The whole set of equations above can be solved simultaneously together 

with 

4.5.3 and 4.5.4 

as additional equations for l'~ 01)' For' Instead of being given eo. r () • we 

require N, V' V1 n. 
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4.6 The Sub-cloud Layer 

In the last 3 sections, a simple model has been developed relating the 

dry convective boundary layer to the surface fluxes, the mean vertical motion 

field and the 'free' atmosphere above. In this and succeeding sections, this 

model will be extended to the sub-cloud layer. There arE: three new factors 

to be considered: 

(i) 	 the height of cloud-base, which becomes the upper bound of the 

dry convective layer; 

(it) 	 the parameterisation of the heat and vapour fluxes into the cumulus 

layer, as there are now convective fluxes through the top of the dry 

iayer, whereas before Fto = Ftr = 0; 

(iii) 	 above the dry layer, there is no longer the 'free' atmosphere, but 

the -,umulus layer which has its own characteristic structure. 

In this chapter the structure of the cumulus layer (iii) will be assumed, 

but we shall discuss (i) and (ii). In chapter 5 the structure of the cumulus layer 

will be related to the sub-cloud layer, W ,and the 'free' atmosphere above 

the cumulus layer. 

Control 	of cloud-base 

Cloud-base is typically 100 to 200m above the lifting condensation 

level (L. C. L.) of air at screen level, because of dilution of 'surface air' 

rising through the sub-cloud layer, with air whose L. C. L. is higher. However 

as a first approximation, it is useful to assume that cloud-base is determined 

by the surface parameters 8 , ro. Once G, r have been de termined on 
0 

this assumption, further iteration is possible. We suppose 

4.6.1 	 = f (6 ,r )o 0 

dZb4.6.2 .. 	 = (azb) dOo + (§.2b) dro
dt a~o dt aro ~ dtN 

ro 	 Vo 
where the coefficients vary only slif.)htly with height, and have values in the 

tropics (T = 300 c)o 

(agb ) 	 _ 120 m;oe
a 0 ~ 

1'0 

iaz), 2.2.b 	 ~ -1 7,0 m!o'!ko
l or - b~ 	 D 

o e o 
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To this approximation, the height of cloud-base varies only slowly over the 

sea, as the sea surface temperature changes. (fhere Is also a small 

diurnal variation, which is not well understood, but may be importc'Ult - see 

4.7). OVer land however the diurnal variation of a0';a is very large. 

and Zb correspondingly may have a large diurnal variation (sec for 

example' chapter 6). 

While Zt' the top of the dry convective layer is below the L. C. L. 

of surface air, the model of 4.2 4 4. ('; remains valid. However if Zt 

rises to this T C. L., then clouds form and the model must be modified.J • 

Transition Layer: 

It is observed that in cumulus convection there is a shallow (200m) , 

more stable lnyer at the top of the dry convective layer. just below cloud

base (e.g. Grant, 1965; Warner & Telford, 1967). This has been called 

the transition layer, (Ludlam, 1966), Ttle transition layer may be under

stood from opposite viewpoints, al ready briefly indicated in the discussion 

of Fig. 3.8.5. point (iI). 

(a) 	 The transition layer is the more otable layer at the top of the 

dry layer which stops most of too ascending elements of the 

dry convection. 

(h) 	 The potential temperature increase [;f) across the transition 

layer implies that parcels of air rising from the ground are 

negatively buoyant at cloud-base (if Zb > Zs ). Thus M 

ensures that only a fraction of the dry convective elements (the 

most buoyant - typically the 19.I'Best) regain buoyancy in the 

cumulus layer, and continue to ascend. 

The transition layer f), e Is maintained when 
,;'e ae 	 ~ 
at = - oZ 	 VI = 0WD 

is the same above and below. Since the lapse rate eli is typicallyaz 
several times greater in the cumulus layer than in the nearly 

adiabatic dry layer, the transition layer is maintained, when 

the convective mass flux is much smaller above Zt thanWD 

below Ze' Thus we reach the il':lportant conclusion that a 
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difference in lapse rates in cumulus and dry convective layers, 

means that much of t he dry convection from the ~:round is 

stopped at the transition layer. Indeed roughly speakinG the 

larger /';6 ,the smaller the fraction of t he convective 

elelClents which regain buoyancy in the cumulus layer. Conversely, 

only if the lapse rate is essentially unchanged as one goes from the 

dry to the cumulus layer (and /';6 is zero), does all the convection 

from the ground rise up into the cumulus layer. There is some 

evidence to support these ideas. The general question of lapse 

rates in the cumulus layer will be discussed theoretically in 5.2, 

and observationally in chapter 6. 

Yet another aspect of the transition layer is that it must be 'tied' to 

cloud-base zb whether this varies in height or not. Taking Zt as the top 

of the transition layer 

dZt dZb4.6.3 dt dt 

It does not immediately follow that Zt- Zb is zero. The transition 

layer /'; e must satisfy a set of relations for the dry layer, similar to those 

of 4.3. However it must also control the convective mass flux into the 

cumulus layer, which is not the same (]ynamical problem. It is possible 

that small variations of ( Zt - Zb ) of about 100m, that is in the relation of 

the height of the transition layer to the hei:rht of cloud-base, may be a 

furthor necessary degree of freedom in the problem (see section 4.9). 

This is a complication which will be ner;lected in the first instance. 

Vol e shall assume 

4.6.4 Zb = Zt· 

Then, as in 4.3, we shall idealise the transition layer to an inversion of 

zero depth, coincident with cloud-base. 

Zs ~ Zt 
Simple equations can now be written for 6EJ ,and for the heat 

balance of the layer l' < Z < Zb ' with a specific parameterisation for 


the cumulus. 


The heat flux through Zt (=Zb) is no longer zero. 
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Z 

------' \ > 

Fig. 4. I) 

Heat Balance of the Sub-cloud layer 

The heat flux out of the sub-cloud layer due to cumuli can be 

parameterised (assuming 4. SA) as 

4.6.6 	 !t.e = !:bfl ~ .Pb (a. We)b (e (p) - eb)
cp c p 

where alp) is the potential temperature of parcels rising through cloud-base. 

and (a.wc \ Is a cloud mass flux just abo1e zb (more exactly Zt • but we are 

assuming 4.6.4). 

FromS.7.2 
if a.« 1 

Writing 
~(G(p)-ab) (66 -60) 

::-b
where 	 66 = -6b - I') 

::-b
lie = 	 a Cp) - e 

4.6. 5 becomes 

4.6.6 

The analogues of4.3.4. 4.3.5 now become with Zv=Ztand lIpb = Po - Pb 

,S:.b J!..;::- " ~ _ ~ 4.6.7 g dt e cp c p 

4.6.8 	 ?b ddt '0 = ~ - Fc~ + ;;b(~;b - Wb)66 

where e" at' = !r' 
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Tms Eq. is written in this form because we shall, as a first apprmc:imation, 

neglect 

66 « t.fj 


Th is 1s a comparable approximation to the neglect of 
.- :-S 
6 s - e « fit-as 

which is being made, when a dry adiabatic lapse rate is assumed in the 

sub-cloud layer. Doth are neoossary without a more detailed model of the 

sub-cloud layer, deaUng with lapse rate structure and parcel paths. 

4.6.9 •• F sO 

FsO w1ll be again related to the surface sensible heat flux 

F 58 = - k Foe 

so tbat most of the details of the processes in the sub-cloud layer are 

hidden in the computation of k, which we shall not attempt here. 

The argument which led tc :::. e. 9 (see Ball, 1960 and 3.8) involved 

the generation and removal of kinetic energy by buoyancy forces, locally in 

the dry convective layer. The circulations of the cumulus clouds exchange 

energy between dry and cumulus layers, and the effect on 'k' is not clear, 

3. a. ') parameterises the incorporation of the transition layer into 

the dry layer by the dry convection in the sub-cloud layer. Qualitatively it 

is likely that as the mass flux into the cumulus layer {ncrell.Bes, l' may
s9 

become a smaller fraction of Foe (that is 'k' may fall). simply because the 

fraction of the convection from the surface trapped in the dry layer decrenses. 

!'). 8. 8 is to be regarded only as a useful first approximation, 

Equation for lie 

This follows immediately from the definition of lie 

Ae = 0b - f 

From3.7.5 
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deb 
(.:!§b"" )4.6.10 •• dt '" dt - \Vb - 'NDb r1 

cJl:iJ4.6.11 .. = ~(~~b_Wb-WDb)dt 

Tho interpretation of thi.e equation is essentially simUar to 4.3.7. 

We have shown that the vertical motion (iN + WD ) of the enVironment controls 

the local potential temperature in the cumulus layer (eq. 3.7.5). To the 

extent that cloud-base height does not subside with the enVironment 
dZb 

edt - Wb - WDJjust above cloud-base, iI6 is increased; While tho warming 

of the sub-cloud layer reduces iI6. 
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4.7 	 Solution of equations for th", sub-cloud layor 

Heat balance and cloud mass flux 

We have now a complete set of equations for the heat balance of 

the sub-cloud layer. 

4.5.1 F06 = Ce fio Cp (6 
0 

- [) Vo 

4.6.1 Zb = f(e o • ro) 

4.6.7 cp 
~ 
g 

d5 
dt = Foe - Faa 

:J, 8,9 Faa = - k Foa 

4.6.9 Fsa = --.Pb cp be (dZbdt -- Wb )- WDb 

4.6.11 
d 
dt ([,6) = (2br1 dt --.- Wb )- WDb 

d'lf- dt 

The surface boundary problem remains as discussed In 4.5. Here 

we shall assume that eo. r 0 are known. The six equations can then be 

solved for the variables F 06' Fs6' Zb' 'I!f, i:iJ, W D 

given r ,Wb ,p and k (and assuming the hydrostatic relation 
1 

between p and Z ). 

The equation added to those of the problem of wholly dry convection 

discussed in 4.8 is 4.6.1 for cloud-base height. Since the height of cloud

base aed of the transition layer are dcul1'l;nined (see 4.9 also) we can solve 

for the convective mass flux ( WDb ) into the cumulus layer. WDbis not 

determined directly from the surface sensible heat flux. but indirectly from 
- dZhFoe,Wband dt . This is clear if we substitute 3.~.9 in 4.6.!J and re

arrange, giving 

k Foe dZb= dt 

This equation is to be compared with 4.3.14. which is essentially the same, 

but with W = O. We have parameterised the cumulus in terms of a sub
Db 

sidence of the environment. The stable tranSition layer Is lifted, relative 

to the environmental air. by the dry convection trapped in the sub-cloud layer• ... 

but subsides with wb and WDb (which are reapectively the mass flows out of 

the sub-cloud layer by subSidence and through the bases of the cumulus clouds); 

thus the transition layer rises and falls with cloud-base. 

Some 81~e solutions will be considered. 
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Solutions 

defdt as a function of q,b I F<iJ follows immediately from 1.6.7 and 

g( 1+k)F oe
4.7.2 

cp lIpb 

This is identical with 1.3.8 and can be integrated from an initial condition 

given F' <iJ 'Pb (or Zb) as a function of time. However an add! tional 

approximation has been made oe« lie (soo 4.6.9), which does involve 

the noglect of a correction which would reduce k. 

"oefollows from 4.5.1 given 1i and the surface eo so 4.5.1 and 4.7.2 can 

be solved simultaneously with the surface problem (see 4.5) to give 6 I "oe 

Dven k and t. Pb . 

Fsefollows from k and F00 • 

aZb ,...
dt has been related to the surface variables( 4. 6.l} so Zb I Pb follow from eo Ire 

Thuo over the sea, where r 0 follows from (i:i 0 t r o) the set of 

equations 

1.5.1,4.5.7, 3.8.9 

can be solved simultaneously for 

F F g00' s0 I 


oven Z from4.6.1a,.d k.
b 

Over land tho solution for Zb involves the solution of the surface 

problem (4.5) for r0 as well as eo. It is n0cessary therefore to solve 

the water vapour balance in the sub-cloud layer, and indeed the whole 

cumulus layer problem before one can determine the surface fluxcs. We 

shall attempt the water vapour balance for the sub-cloud layer in the next 

section. 

t,e The analogues of 4,.3.g and 4.3.10 are 

4.7.3 f!E.b dAn", (dZh _ W _ "1 ' (~
g dt"'" dt j b 'Db) \ g 

g(1+k)~4.7.4 '" L1pb ! 
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which if combined reduce again to 4.7.1. 

There is again Il ateady state solution in L, 0 , if Zh ' Foe 

and r are constant1 

1:;0 = 

ThiS ill identical to 4.3.16 for dry convection. Over the ocean, Zb constant 

is often a good approximation. Even over land where Zb Ims a marked 

diurnal variation 4.7.5 is a useful first approximation 

if d68 dW 
dt «dt 


SubstitutiI1l:: 4.7.5. this inequality becol:'les: 


k 1'. dZb « de 

k+1 -I dt dt 


W If we rnake the above approxi'11ation in 4. S.11, and then substituteDb 

for dg'/dt from 4.7.2, or if the value for M Given by 4.7.5 is substituted 

in 4.7.1; we obtain the cloud mllss flux in terms of F00' Zb , -W • 

g(k'1 )Foe 

f1 L1Pb 

This equation can be interprewd differently from 4.7.1. As an 

approximation to 4.6.11. with d OO/dt = 0 • It says that telC trat'Dition 

layer is maintained when the mean potential temperature in the sub-cloud 

layer e. increases at the same rate as potentIal romperature at cloud

base. •6b 

From 4.7.6 it is clear that the large-scale subsidence and rise of 

cloud base both reduce V{Db ' too convective mass flux into the cumulus 

layer, in an exactly similar manner. ThuB variation of cloud-base is an 

important control on tho amount of active cloud. The smaller W ' tho
Db 

smaller the heat transport in tho cumuluslayor (see 3.10), whlch in turn 

reduces the rate of deepening of tho cumuluo layer (all other factors beillg 

equal - soo chapter 5). The magnitudes of all terms in 4.7.6 may be 

col11p..'1rable e.g. typical diurnal :~b = 15 mb/hr (+4 em ,,-1) . 
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-
If subsidence increases ( VIb becomes more ner:ative), then it 

is cloar from '1. 7. 6 that ( -wDb) faUs to zero, and we revert to the dry 

model again with no clouds. 

In the other limit ns (- Vi ) ~ G, IW I increases 
Db 

tondiIlf to 

g(k+1)F o(} 1 de 

----- = - - if Zb is constant .

I'1 iiPb r 1dt 

Eq. 4. 6. 10 may perhaps 00 applicable to a field of cumulonimbus. 

If which Is probable 

4.6.11 becomes 

4.7.7. + 

Now ~~9 r'lust be small or zero if the field of convection is to perSist, and 
dO 

if dt is small then 'iflo and W must largely cancel. Evaporation ofDb 
falling rain might givo an additional term in 4. 7. 7, but one could regard this 

as locn! to a cumulonimbus and relevant only to the deterr.1ination of Wi)b . 

4.7.7. could be usod to relate tbe sub-cloud layer to the cumulonimbus layer. 

and determine W Hence one can estimate the water vapour flux out of Db 
the sub-cloud layer (see 4.8). The estimation of de/dt remains II problem. 
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4.8 II ','later Vapour balance in the sub-cloud layer 

The extension of 4.4.1 fu"ld 4.4.2 for rand D.r to include a 

parameterisatio:, for the cumulus in closely similar to the cxtension of 

4.3.4 and 4.3. 5 for ~ I c.e • 

Asau..ming 


we write 

!:.nr .= (fl r4.8.1 - &r)
L P-b 

WDb 
::bwhere Ar .= -rb - r 
-b 

Or .= r(p) - r 

Or cannot be neglected in comparison with !:.r, and as a first approximation 

one Hi,c::ht write 
rcp) = TO 

by neglecting dilution in the sub-elmd layer • Thon 

-::-b~4.8.2 or .= ro - r 

~4.8.3 and = - Ph WDb(r'o - i\)L 

The oxtension of '1. 4.1 is 

-b 


t.Ph dr4.8.4 .= g t:t 

The second term on tho R.H.S. represents tho dryill8 of tho sub

cloud layer by the incorporation of drier air from above tho transition layer. 

The last term is of e07 .1parabl(;l mugnitud0, and parancterise6 an 1.dditional 

dryine of the sub-cloud layer because the air rising to form tho clouds has 
-b 

a ;'1Ixinc ratio above that of r. ThoSG tGrras aro the feed-hack throu~h 
-b

the watGr vapour budlJOt on the height of cloud-base, By reducill8 rover 

land. ro is reduce<:!, and cloud-base rises. This reduces IWDbl (see 4.7.6). 

Hence in 1.8,4, tho last term alone calmot dry out the sub-oloud layer until 

the re ar" no clouds: this can only happen if fir is largc. Over the sea. 
_b 

where r 0 is essentially constant, any fall of r just raises the surface 

flux For' so the ocean may be :egarded as a vnc;t reservoir, which supplies 

the water vapour (md the heat) necessary to constitute the olouds predicted by 

the equations of 4. 7. (Strone subsidence will still rem0ve clouds by lowerinc; 
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the inversion below the L. C. L. of surface air. The dilution of surface air 
;:;-b 

as it rises will mise its L. C.L. if l' is low: an effect we Iu'lVQ 

neglected • ) 

ill' i':guation 

Frore, the definition of 

d dh _
4.8.5 df( lIr) dt 

orHowev"r no theory has yet been developed for at in the cumulus layer. 

The convective mass flux model of 3.7 is inadequate, because this model 

follows convoctive elements only while their potential tempemture ec 

differs from that of the environment e e . The air that flows through the 

bases of the cloude hus a higher eE than the cumulus layer (which often 

has nearly constant 0E)' Maxing dilutes the clouds, but the nh ill them 

has a higher (J" th!Ul the environment at aU levels. Even after the evaporation 
~, 

of all cloud water nnd descent to potential temperaturo equilibrium 0 = e c e 

tho mlxine ratio of tho air which was recently in a cloud is above that of the 

environment. Shear in the vertical wind and the circulntions of later cumuli 

will distribute this water vapour through the layer. 

A very simple theory for ~~ will now he proposed, w€d on a 

p~rameteriflation of 3.3 .3 


- or - ~ i)r

3.3.3 Par + pWaz 

( r L has been neglected) 

The water transport by tho cUr'lUlus clouds will be parameterised 

where ( r c + X'L ) is the total water CO'ltent of a 'typical' cloud. This is 

inevitably an oversimplification. 

Subsittutinrr 4.8.6 in 3.3.3, and noelecting variations of J> 

4.8.7 ilr 
at 

Tho analogue of 3. 4.13 for cloud total water content (water substance 

is conserved: soe 3.2.5) is 

4.8.8 
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for nocont with mixinC'. ,'Ie shall suppose thio is valid for Zb < Z < 21 . 

Subotitutfnf, 4.8.8. in 4.3.7. Civos 

(1 .:!. ID]4.8.9 	 a 
l1t~r =:: \S VIDaz;

where - Frr/pL = Frr is " total water flux (including 
i- rL ) and is the analogue of FOL .

4.8.9. par!t''1etorisen ~ ~ in terms of 

(i) 	 the total environmental vertical velocity ( W + VfD ). For 


thin term generally roducos r. 

(ii) 	 an Input of water vapour into the cumulus layer whioh is 


positive if 
 _1_ ilVln 1 
<

WD ilZ S 

that iO, if the aGccnding mass flux increascs loss fast than 

the dilution, mass (and th,n:eforE> water vapour) is heing shed 

from tho cloudo. 

Now 
I c) r ) 

+ (~~'),
o = \ az 1 

SubstitutinG from <1. 8. 8 
, _) I 

1lor I d ~ - -6,4. S.10 
= \OZ 1 ..at " VI Jb 

SubstitutinG 4.3.10 in 4.8.5 gives 

-b ( 	 ) I _' ( )4.8.11 	 d dr dZ-- - . lor) !':.br 1 1 a
dtu

dt(t.r) z -;rr + - Wb - i'lDb \0;1; 1 +pL S - WDboZI'lDb 

Thisdebrmines t.r ,froLl F,(ar/ilZ)1,F - thevariablos
br 

discUSlledin4.7 ~~b, Wb , ¥{Db; alld ;Z("NDb ) 


which will 00 determined in ohapter 5. 


Closure: 

The 4 water vapour variables of the sub-cloud layer F r, 61', fJr
or' 

arcdotcrmlnedbyintegrating4.5.2, 4.8.2, 4.0.4, 4.8.11 from an initial 

oondition,fil.von r 0 (flee surfaoe problem 4.5) 

dZb 
d t ,'i/Db (see 4.7) 

and (ilr/aZ)1' aWD/ilZ. S in the oumulus layer 

The hydrostatic rolation between 1', Z, j5 has beon assumed. 
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As T3entlonod earlier, the solution for r 0 over land additionally 

involves 4.5.3, 4.5.4 and Fo0. Theoquationsof4.5, 4.7, and 4.8 

must oe solved simultaneously. 

Ir, this section we find :I new variabluG from the cumulus layer 

are necessary to solve the water vapour bf'lancc of the suO-cloud layer 

n!lM.cly (ar/a;\)1: and :;, ~~D whicbaronceded todctereline (<1r/at)b' 

These will be discussed in chapter 5, where we shall model the Ctl."TluiUB 

layer. 

:hQ Relation between heights of cloud-base and the traasition layer 

It waD assumed for simplicity ia 4.6 that 

4.6.4 z
b 

;:: Zt 

and the transition layer was idealised by lettine 

Zs - Zt 

In 4.8 it was suggested that WDb is controlled by the transition layer {jtj. 

However a relation was deduced for 00 in a simple case in 4.7 

4.7.5 

and in tile sar.1e scction ViDb WaD determined purely from the budget and structure 

of the sub-cloud layer without any specific equntion relatine WDb to The"(l. 
assumption of 4.6,4 made this possible. 

Vie shall now indicate dl!l{;rM1!ltically how the traasition layer 

controls WDb so that :6t - Zb is small and 4.6.4 nearly satisfied. The validity 

of the precedim: model is not affected. 

Zt wns orleinally defl.nod as the level roached by dry oonveotion 

from the surface. To distinguish somo parcels that regain buoyancy and 

beoomo clouds, a apectrum of convective clements of different'll I, e' is 

necessary; so a single lite _ afltlPUOoatf.ou. ft is convenient however to 

distineuish a transition layer 

http:afltlPUOoatf.ou
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whore Zt iE) tho hei,~ht at which Domo modian convective oler!lont stops if 

there is no water condensation. 

Fig. 4,. 9. 1 shows schematically that, the lare;er Zt - Zb' tho 

easier it is for parcels to regain buoyunC3J. Indeed it can be seen that the 

population of convective elements reaching Zs will fall into two classes: 

those that rOVlin buoyancy bofore ceasing to rise (which will continue 

/' 
/

6(p) ,/ 
/ 

6L (p) ../ 
I /, / 

---------'{1/Zb 

------1I 

, 
I 

O(r): a 
I 
I 

1/ 

Fig. 4.9.1 

upwarCs since r c 1> I', ), and those that GO not. The fraction that regain 

buoyancy Is critically depondont on Zt - Zb • 

A simple numerical estimate will illustrate this. ConsIder the 

deeoleration of an ascending pared (vertical volocity W', perturbation 

potential temperature 6' ) abovo Zt for simplicity. using parcel mochanics 

(Fig. 4.9.2.). 
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Fig. 4.9.2 
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A buoyancy deficit greater than this will stop all convective elementG with VI t ~ 1 m !;-1 

Fig. 4.9.1 shows that 0 tiS approximatoly 

13 s (p) - 15 t + r c1 (Zt - Zb) 

The critical control is (Z t - Zb)' fc 1 ,being a function of f w • does vary 

with temperatu]:'c: a typical value in t!le tropical atr.:1ospoore is about +40 C km 
-1 

(seo chapter 6). 

In practice there is a size spectrum of convective clements and a 

more detailed analysts, allowing for example for the variation in r c 1 • with 

element size, SUffecsts that variations of!O • .,°C inO t arc suffioient to control 

ViUb . ThUIJ in the tropical atmosphere thia oan be achieved with variations in 

Zt - Zb of :::. 50 m. 
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The virtual temperature corntOtbn is often important at cloud

base where I::. r is negative and A e positive. to 0 v is therefore less than A 6 I 

typically less than one degree. It is likely that Zt - Zbis therefore about 

100m in the tropics. The;:e is an indication here that one might find larger 

values of Zt "b at lower temperatureo, that 1s in higher latitudes. 

For budget purposes it was assumed that 

dZh dZt4.lU dt dt 

This remains a useful approximation. Indeed if the top of the dry layer is 

taken at Zt In Fig. 4. 9.1, the budget problem for the dry layer remains 

unchanged. The heat flux out of the top of the layer 

o < Z < Zt 

is now a flux of ElL • as Borne condensation has taken place already. 

Numerically. !-towever, it is irrelevant whether condensation takes place 

in the cumuli below Zt or not, as the water is advected upwards. This 

is clear from the dotted path of El L(p) in Fig. 4. 9.1. The perameterisation 

becomes 

- ::;-t
1::.0 "t-fi 

~t
of) ". ,\(p) - e 

Numerically this is barely distinguishable from 4.6. <> where we assumed 

4.6.4. 	 Indeed we shall continue to use 4.6.41n later chapters. 

The choice of a level to divide dry and cumulus layers is a little 

arbitrary. Zt seems most suitable because: 

(a) 	 tile upper bound of a stable transition layer on a sounding can 

probably he identified, and may theoretically be associated 

with the limit of essentially dry convection from the ground; 
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(b) 	 any liquid water condensed in the ascending cumulus clouds between 

Zb and Zt can be handled by the use of 0L rather than 6, and plays 

no part in the heat budget of the dry layer as it is a,,'vected into the 

cumulus layer. 

The purpcee of this section haa been to clarify why it has not been 

necessary to use a specific dynamical relationship between lie and \IDb' 

W Db can be controlled by small variations in Zt - Zb' but this doea not 

affect the heat flux F'tGL' or therefore the budget of the laye:: C < Z < 2t • 

Further any changes in 2;t-"to of about :I: 50m do not SignIficantly affect 

the equality 
dZt ~ d2p
dt ~ dt 

Thus we 	may work from this equality and deduce WDb as in 4.7, knOwing 

that only a relatively small change in Zt - Zbcontrols W
Db 

• 

4.10 	 Sumr.'lary of Chapter 4 

This chapter faUs into two parts. 

~iectiono 4.2 to 4.5 establish a simple closed model for the time 

developme71t of a dry convective boundary layer given an illiW'\l stratifica

tion, Vi ,auL the surface boundary conditions. This model incorporatea 

a generalisation of n parameterisation proposed by Ball (1960) for the 

lifting of an Inversion by dry convection. 

In sections 4.;) to '-:.9 this model is extended to describe the sub

cloud layer, by including an additional parameterisl1.tton for the sensible 

heat and water vapour fluxes into the cumulus layer. By demanding that 

the more stable transition layer at the top of the dry layer always remained 

at cloud-base height, it was possible to determine the convective maSA flux 

into the cumulus layer. Retrospectively, in 4.9, it wan found thatWDb 
only very small variations (about 100m) in the relative height of cloud-base 

and transition layer are necessary to exert a sensitive control on W •Db 
The problem is simplifIed over the sea, if fi0 • r 0 are assumed 

known. Over land both the sensible heat fJld water vapour budgets must 

be solved simultaneously i'1 erdc\" to cruculate the partition of the incoming 
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solar radiation into sensible and latent heat fluxes at the surface. None

theless given a set of surface observations and a series of soundings in 

time, it 1s possible to test the model in many ways. This will be attempted 

in chapter 6. 

The most important conclusion to be drawn from this chapter is 

that ' which is a measure of the intensity of the cumulus convection WDb 
in this model, is not a Simple function of surface heat flux or water vapour 

flux. Instead we have 

4.7.6 = 
Cp 11"Pb 

The sum of three terms on the L.R.S. is essentially a function of surface 

heat flux. The rise and fall of cloud-base is a funetion of both the heat 

and water vapour balances in the sub-cloud layer. and is most marked 

over land. 

We see that rise of cloud-base and subsidence have equivalent 

effects: they both reduce WDb • 

In the next chapter, which is the last of the theoretical development, 

the time development of the structure of the cumulus layer will be related 

to the fluxes throurrh cloud-base ( WDb' Fbe' Fb); Wi and the 'free' 

atmosphere above the convective boundary layer. 
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Chapter 5 The Cumulus Layer 

5.1 Introduction 

In this chapter the cumulus model will be olosed. The fluxes into 

the cumulus layer through cloud-base YrDb ' Fbe ,Fbr were calculated in 

chapter 4 from a simple model of the sub-cloud layer, assuming certain 

characteristics of the cumulus layer (the stratification and the water vapour 

input parameterised in 4.8). 

The problem of lapse rate struoture in the oumulus layer, first 

oonsidered in 3.8, will now be examined in more detail. A simple two

layer model will be constructed in 5.2. 

This model will he used for the instantaneous distribution of poten

tial temperature in the cumulus layer. When budget equations and the 

boundary conditions are added, one obtains a closed system of equations 

for the time development of the cumulus layer (5.3). These quantify the 

factors controlling the rate of rise of the top of the cumulus layer: 

principally subSidence, variations in the height of cloud-base, and the surface 

sensible heat flux. 

P simfiar set of equations is then proposed for the time development 

of the water vapour distribution (5.4). 

As in earlier chapters, vertical shear in the horizontal wind has not 

been conSidered, though this may alter the dilution and dissipative parameters 

used in 5. 2 for the ascent and descent of a 'typical' cloud. Radiation too has 

been neglected, and liquid water is carried with the air in the clouds. 
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5.2 Lapse ~,ate r,Iodel 

A quantitative model of th2 lapse rate structure of the cmnulus layer 

as a function of tir<le is a very complex problem unless drastic simplificatiollB 

are made. VIe shall make the fonowing assumptions: 

(a) 	 a two-layer approximation: see Fig. 5.2.1 

(b) 	 a single scale of cloud: a "typical" cloud 

(c) 	 a simple 1-, model for a typical cloud 

(d) 	 an instantaneous equilibrium between lapse rate structure, 

the typical cloud, and r (see Fig. 5.2.1) 

Fig. 5.2.1 shows too simple 2-layer structure which will be modelled. 

t 
z 

'I, 
~'"'1 

Z
b 

Fig. 5.2.1 

'I 
rz / 

I 
/

I' / r,
/ 

f is the mean value of 061a z from top to bottom of the cumulus 

layer. By definition 

where 

The most Significant of the above Simplifications is (d). 

mterms of Fig. 5,2.1, we suppose that an instantaneous equilibrium 

exists such that T1 , r 2' [:,Z1,LlZ2 are at all times nmctions of f. LIZ only, 

and not of their time derivatives. This hypothesis is Ukely to be a good 

approximation even when r and 6Z change with time, and gives useful 

results which can be tested (see chapter 6). m addition to 5.2.1, we require 
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2 further relations 	to determine ~,1'2' :~~, supposing we know r 
and Az (for which equations are constructed in 5.3). 

To obtain these relations, we assume an instantaneous relation 

between the (characteristic) stratification and the typicai individual cloud. 

The philosophy of the modification of the mean atmosphere by thc cumulative 

life-cycles of l'111.ny clouds, whose life-cycles in their turn depend on the 

stratification, was discussed in 3.8. If one considers W= 0 , then the 

clouds cool the upper part of the layer, tbat Ie daetabiJ.tlle the layer, and 

successive 'typical' clouds become larger and ascend higher. The modifi 

cation of the stratification and the deepening of the cumulus layer proceed 

together. The problem becomes tractable if we assume a one-to·one 

correspondence between the two-layer stratification, the regions of warming 

and cooling and therefore the ascent and descent of our typical cloud. This 

was shownsehematlcl'J.lly InFlg. 3.8.5. 

It is then possible to write two further relationships based on a l-iJ 

model for the 'typical' I)loud. 

(i) A kinetic 	energy relationship: 

If we neglect the smail K. E. input and buoyancy deficit 

at Zh ,ascendin& saturated air gains upward kinetic energy 

in llz1 and overshoots to Z 2' before falling back. 

(iI) 	 A ther!I'.OOynarnic relationship 

is indicated by the path of the typical parcel shown on 

the Z diagrams (Fig. 3.8.5, 5.2.2).6V 

Because of the asymmetry between ascent and descent with 

dilution (see 3.5), saturated cloud air descending from Z
2 

()vaporates all its liquid water and comes to potential tempera

ture equilibrium with the mean atmosp~1Cre long before reaching 

Zb' We shall assume that the air of our typical cloud comes 

to equilibrium at 	 Z1 ,so that the regions of heating and cooline; 

during the life-cycle of the cloud coincide with the two layers of 

different lapse rate. 

As far as the temperature structure of the model is concerned, the 

cumulus layer is not being modified by mixing of cloud with envirorunent at a 

different temperature, but as discussed in 2.0 by compensating descent and 

http:l'111.ny
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ascent in the environment. The modification is considered in 5.3: in this 

section we determine instantaneous values of 1'1' r 2 in the two layers by 

relating them to two relations (i) and (iI) above) for a typical cloud. Since 

dilution is of great importance in (ii) (und needs to be considered in (i) also), 

we shall first c1i::wuss a rclation between dilution scale length s, and the 

depth of the eumulus layer. 

Dilution Scale Length 

The scale length S was introduced as a parameterisation for 

dilution (or entrainment) in 3.4. 

1 dl1 + .13.4.4 	 = 
H dZ - S 

3.4.5 

for asccnt and descent respectively. 

S is 	a parameter about which we know little, although it will be recalled 

that Simpson and Wiggert (1969) and others have used the similar rdation

ship (see 2.2.1) 

1 d~l
5.2.2 	 =MdZ 

where a is the radius of a cloud tower. They found good agreement between 

a I-D model, and the height reached by individual towers, assuming a to be 

constant. 

In 2.5 we also noted that two models of a convectiv3 element predicted 

a5.2.3 	
d "" u.. S 

for a dominant cloud siz.e. In both models d is tho depth of a layer of con

ditional instability, which corrosponds most closcly to 6 Z 1 ' in our model, 

the laycr over which the cumulus clouds gain UPWIE'd momentum. With these 

considcrations in mind, S will be parameterised d1rectly in terms of 6 Z1 

and for SimpliCity is assumed the same for ascent and descent. 


1 E

5.2.4 	 = s 

We shall find in chapter 6, that the model predicts lapse rates well with 


E = 0.4, which means that 5.2.4 ::md 5.2.2 are equivalent if we assume 


5.2.3 	and d - 6Z1 • 
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Thermodynamic Relationship 

Fig. 5.2.2 shows the ascont and descont of our model cloud, whieh 

rises to 32 , and d,C)scendo first evaporating its liquid water, and them 'dry' 

to potential temperature equilibrium with the environment at Z1' (sce also 

figs. 3.5.1, 3.8.5). The phYSical consequence implied in this diagram is 

tho.t the uppor layer iG cooled, and the lower warmed (soc 3.5). 

Fig. 5.2.2 

I i 
i 

- -e " 0 1, 
r~ c 

neglecting 

Zb '---~----------7 

°L 

If we uso the dilution rolntionship 3.4.13. WI:) obtain for the ascent 

and descent of a parcel by integration: 

5.2.5 
_ OA '7 /"- l' )8 e w.>~2 ., 

1 

where 	(lLb (p) is the value of 81, of a 'parcel' aDcending through cloud-base. 

0T"f(j:') ia the value of 01, of a 'parcel' dCDcending to 3
1 

The Simplification has been made in 5.2.5 (ane Fig. 5.2.2) that 

5.2.6 

which is of little numerical importance here. 

The condition that air finally descending with the evaporated cloud 

residue to 7,',' has the potential temperature 01, Is, using 5.2.5 

5.2.7 
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Combining 5.2. Sand 5.2.7, we obtain after, a little manipulation 

On this model. the ratio of the lapse rate::: io solely a function of 

LlZ1/632 and 6Z1/S = E • 

Expanding in powers of LlZ1/S. tZ2/g. we find that the firet two 

non-zero term!) in both numerator and denominator give sufficient accuracy, 

and aftcr rearrangement, we obtain 

+ LiZ, 
r S
-"r'2 1 _ tI Z1 

l.S 

Substitut1ng 5. 2.4 


2 ( \

E (/lZ2/6Z1 ) i 1 + E( ilZz/tlZ1 ») 

1 - E/2 

This will be UGod aD a thermodynamic rolr.tionahip between 1'1/ f2 and tl'1,1 /67,2 • 

The dependence on the dilution parameter E ia indicated in the following 

table. 

Table 5.2.1 

__J 
G.5 I 

1. (; , 0.75 0.86 1.0U 

11.16 , .0.5 

0.1 ,:.24 2.4'+ 

There is a lowor limit on /:Yl,1/D. Z2 for a given E becauoe r 1 < r;:: • 

Eq. 5.2.9 predicts a relationship :"etween r1/r2 and I::. Z'I/l> Z2 

which may be tested. Vlllues of f1/f 2 of about ().S and 0.1 are typical 

of convection over land and beneath an inveroion, r.copectively. 

As dilution of cloud by the cnviron.'11(mt, parameterised by E, is 

not well undemtood, there may be some dependence of E on other variables 

such a:::; vertical shear in the horizontal Wind. Some caution io therefore 

necessary; in the absence of further theory, one must depend on observations 

to provide values for E (sec chapter 6). However the work of Simpson ot al 
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(HIS5, 19(9) h:lG clonrly shown that the range of posoible values for the 

ontrainment caMtant in a l-!J' modol of an individucl cumulus cloud io very 

limited (see 2.2). 

Kinetic Energy rehtiom::hip 

There is a occa~d independent relatiooohip in wet convection betweon 

the otratificatiol1 and the typical cloud path, depcmdlng on difforences of e 

rather than • The pat....h of cloud potential temperature on aOC£J;lt is8 L 

shown schematioally in Fig. 5. 2.3. The potential temperature difference 

at cloud-base io neglected (Dnd likewise the upward kinetic energy at cloud-

base). An average value of r c1 in the cumulus layer can be used as 

a first approximation. 

Z 

i;---------- --;- --·;.r 

• 1//i 1/ r~ 

Z i_ -<-OZL ~ 
1 ! 

7 
~ 

I / 

I 1,/IC1• + 
I 1 

•1----'--I 

I 
i 

Fig. 5.2.3 

The shaded area, equivalent to ttlC positive area on a tephigram 

between parcel lapoe rate and tho mean sounding, is well known to be a 

measure of the maximum aVailable potential energy for an ascending parcel. 

The simplest treatment of the problem would be to suppose the parcel over

shoots to some height (Zl Buch that the negative area in Fig. 5.2.3 ::;qualll 

the positive one. Then 

5.2.10 ~(rC1-r"l) tlZ 1 ( liZ1 +OZ) '-' 

\;.r:lel'G 'Z _ rcl - fl A., 
• " I  r _ r '-' "'1 

2 c1 
However this ill likely to be a poor estimate of Z2 for several reasooo. 
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(a) 	 I c1 , the parcel lapse rate for ascending oaturated air wno 

derived by diluting an aocending cloud with its environment 

(sec 3. 4). Tho environment is not ascending with the cloud. 

but is mixed into it by 'turbulence' of unDpccified character, 

thus sharing the upward mOl'1entum of the cloud. This is a 

prOCODD involving a tranofer of kinetic energy from the scale 

of the mean upward motion of tho cloud, to a smaller 'turbulent' 

scale, which continues further dilution. (This in analogouo to 

the collision problem in particlo mechanics - noe Telford : 

1966, 1939). 

(b) 	 The kinetic energy of tho mean motion generated by horizontal 

tompcrr:.ture gradients is shared between horizontal and vertical 

velocity. This reduce::; the maximum upward mean velocity of 

a cloud parcel and has been variously parameterised in 1-D 

model::; aD a drng or virtual mass coefficient (see 2.2). 

(c) 	 In flow where shearing io substantial, th0 convective circulation 

may OOC0t:'10 organioed so that the kinetic energy of the low level 

inflow is ,-ddcd to that of the updraft. Thin occurlJ in organisod 

cumulonimbus, and may bo a foaturo of o"d!nnry convection, 

althourrh no relevant observations are known to the author. 

In this thesis we shall not conoider the offocto of vertical ohear in 

the horizontal wind, and will only modify 5.2.10 by introducing a parameter 

D < 1 

to give 

5.2.11 

where 0" - Ic 1 - f1 !:,Z as before . 
;:, - I - r 1

2 c1 

An estimate of D will be mndo from a 1-D !llooeL Eq. 2.2.2 (BOO Simpson 

and Wiggert: 1969) becomes in our notation 

w2 
..:.s;, 
S 

5.2.12 
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This equation can he integrated for the path shown on Fig. 5. 2.3 to give D as 

a function of S, and hence of E (scc 5.2.4). D docs not depend on the factor 

( 1 + y ), but does depend further on t;,z~/uZ? • The solution for D thus 

requires furthor iteration of tho set of equationD 5.2.1, 5.2.9 and 5.2.11, 

which io not juetified by the approximate nature of 5.2.11. The problem 

will be simplified by uoing values of D which are fUl1ctlons of E only, 

estimated for the cuse of I'l Z 1 ' [, Z 2 equal. 

Those values are given in Table 5.2.2. 

Toole 5.2.2 

i 
E D 

l'.3 0.6 
(j C0.4 .~ 

o.'TLU.5 

These numbers are apprOximate, and are given to indicate the trend and 

Magnitude. Table 5.2.3 io not very sensitive to alterations in D of ! 0.1 

for the same value of E. 

Solution of lapoc rate equationD 

For given values of E. D. r and r equationD 5.2.1, 5.2.9, 5.2.11 
C1

have a unique solution for 

for all 
f > r_

01 

This solution 10 independent of t;, Z , which muet 00 found by integrating the 

time development of the layer (see 5.3). An equation for r will aloo he 

given in 5.3, while I'C1 (soc 3.4.6) dependo Significantly on the water vapour 

content of the cumuluo layer (sec 5.4). Different average valueG of TC1 in 

layem 1 and 2 are appropriate if the cumuluo layer 10 deeper than ono or 

two km, as r and tho oaturation defieit of tho environment (rs- r e :Cbange 
VI 

with height. A single value of rc1 ill the cumuluo layer will . however be 

used here. 
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The form of the solution is that an r increases; f 2 increaseo rapidly, 
!J.Z

whllc f1 slowly decreases and llZ ~ increases. This is indicated in table 

5.2.3 for con.stantf ,E, D. The agreement with ohservmion scems
c1 

encouraging and will be discufJocd in chapter S. 

Table 5.2.3 
.-.

Or. 
v km- 1 

LIZ 1I /;Z2-
i rr, D re " r T1 2 

,~. -~ 

u.4 0.5 ~.14.0 4.5 3.3 5.8 
C iL 0.:; ,5. ()4.0 2.8 7.9 1.35 

2.0 '16.04.0 6.5 2.15L, c.4 0."7 

The qualitative interpretation of these solutions are as follows. 

We he'!C neglected the negative buoyancy and upward kinetic energy 

at cloud-base, 00 it io necessary that 

< 

in order th.'lt the model cloud gnins upward velocity. 

If r < I'
c'l 

then aflcending saturated air can never become 

negatively buoyant (smurated ~'l.rcols will ascend into the stratosphere. where 

f becomes greater than r again).
c 1 ' 


If f is laree compared with fC1' then oince 


f" < fC1 
it follows from 5. 2. 1 that f 2 must become largo. (ll Z 1!lIZ zcannot become 

small). The modd says that the lower layer Zb to Z1 ' will destabillse 

until the modo! clouds overshoot suffiCiently far into the very stnble layer 

Z1 ~ Z2 for parcels falling back from .62 to come to equilibrium at 31 , 

The last row of numboro given in table 5.2.3 are not inconsistent with 

conveetion beooath an inversion, even though radiative cooll ng has been 

neglected (see also chapter 6). 
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Concltlllion: 

A simple out physically useful model of the lapse rate structure of 

the cumulus layer !las been constructed. The lea(lt well defined ac;:)umption 

that has been m!'ne is th:lt of instantaneous equil1brium. There will be 

aitlli'1.tions where tho nature of the underlying (lurince changcll suddenly, 

when tho assumption ot an equilibrium 3tructure will be incorrect. However 

Ii general the aBoumption may he reasonable: only comparison with obser

vation will toll. 

However this Ullsumption is fuudamental to the approach of the model 

of tho cumuluo layer in 5.3, since the heat tratl3por~D in the cumulus layer 

by the clouds a-re specified only L terms of the fluxes through cloud base 

and the lapse rate structure. No attempt will be made to calculate 
,---.- ----
W·O· W1ri etc. 

These can be inferred (if required) from changeD in e -' 
deduced from the lapac 

rntc model, which incorporates the mechanics and thermodynamic!) of a 

typical cloud. 

It should be appreciated that there in no oooential difference between 

maintaining r , an tne cumulus Iuyer doepcoo or ~ts warmer, wht10
1 

'(Ccpinl! F cO'1stant; aJrl changing 11 ,f2 if r changeD in the couroc of 

the timo development of the layer. 
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5.3 	 Time Development of the Cumulus Layer 

Part I : Temperature Structure 

In this section an important set of equations is constructed to describe 

the modification of the two-layer cumulus model by the heat transports imposed 

by a field of non-precipitating cumulus convection. The nature of this modifi

cation process; the warming of the lower layer and the cooling of the upper 

layer. was discussed in detail in chapter 3. The convective mass flux and 

sensible heat flux into the cumulus layer through cloud base were modelled 

in chapter 4. The lapse rate model of 5.2 incorporates the '\ transport, and 

the mass transport of a typical cloud. These transports by the clouds are made 

quantitative through the lapse rate model, and the inpnts at cloud-base. 

As indicated in chapter 1, the use of levels whose heights vary with 

time as the depth of the dry or cumulus layers alter, complieates the heat 

budget for a layer, but Simplifies the parameterisation of the convective 
-s 

transports. Analogous to the definition of e in 4.3, we define average 

variables for the layers {:, Z1' loZ
2 

0.••1 

5.3.2 

where 
loP1 '" Pb - P1 
loP2 = 1'1 - P" 

Fig. 5.3.1 serves to define the variables of this section. 

'" n ~ :::-1==: e 
g 

Zp' Z 

-J, t j 

r 	 : layer 2 

!:lZ 

1 	 layer 1 

"C Wifji ~Fig. 5.3.1 	 .r P L 
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The algebraic oimplification will be made that Wio independent of height in the 

cumulus layor. 

Heat Balance· 

The heat balance for layer 1 can be written, using 3.10.4, and tho 

definition 5.3.1, as 

5.3.3 

Similarly for layer 2 

d :::;2 
5.3.4 -(0 LlP2)dt 

since F 26L = (1 

These relationa, like many of those in chapter 4, are Simpler to handle 

numericnily in pressure co-oroinateG. However in the belief that it is 

eaaier at first reading to understand the model if the cquatious are ex

pressed in height co-ordinatos, the density variatious in the cumuluo layer 

will be neglocted from hero on. 5.3.3 and 5.3.4 then become, aftor expanding 

the L.R.S. 

_1 1d 0 FhO ( ~01 - -0 )tlZ1 _ (-eb _ -::()1 )dZb 5.3.5 LI:61 = + dt dt - Wr 1 llZ1pCp 

d ~ ~ 5.3.6 t::.Z 2 dt f.j = pCp 

where p ia a moan density. 

These are the heat budget equatioIlB, and defining relatioIlB for tho variables 
,..1::-2 . 
o ,e. FbO 1S an input to the problem (4.6.6), but F lOLis an unknown. 

We shall relate 8b , 61 ' 'g"1 etc. and their timc derivatives to the lapse 

rate model through the following definitioIlB (only approximate in height 

co-ordinates) 
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-1 
5.3.7 	 {J - tib = }t, T 1 II Z, 

:::-1
5.3.8 6, -6 = )H , L, 2:, 

j!f2 	 .., 
t) - 0.., = ;1,1 2 I:;, Z~ ,
..... -2


5.3.10 6;;: .... 	 0 ::: }~ fZ ilZ2 

With the further definitions 

5.3.11 	 I:;, Z , = Z, - Zb 

5.3.12 	 1:;,;°2 = Z2 - 2, 

5.3.13 	 I.\Z = I:;,Z, + 6Z2 

it is possible to relate the budget equations to the lapse rate structure and 

its changes. 

Combining 5.3.5wlth definitions 5.3.7, 5.3.S and 5.3.11, we obtain 

5.3.14 

This equation will be used subsequently to eliminate F 1 eL from 5.3. 6 

(see 5.3.16). However it is helpful to interpret 5.3.14 first, and rdate it 

to the discuasion in Elariier chapters. We see that givEln 11 •~[1 , L\ Z , from 

the lapse rate model thin equation givos F'ElL since "bEl' dOb/dt, dZb/dt 

were determined by equations for the sub-cloud layor. Indeed if we substitut e 

from 4.6.10 

dOb4.6.10 	 =dt 

we can re-expross 5.3.14 in terms of the convective mass flux through cloud

base WDb ' detormined in chapter 4. 

'1 d
5.3.15 	 - b Z (w r - -2 AZ, - r, )1 Db 1 dt 

FInally we can recover Eq. 3 .10.6 by observing that the term dr1/dt is 

associated with a variation of W with height. Since
D 

3.7.5 

differentiating with respect to Z • gives 
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Hence 

since Vi has been assum(,"t:! constant, and I1 ' is a function of time only, 

So 5,3,15 can be re-written 

_f13.10.6 

Zb 

We have shown how 5.3.1<1 can be ro-expressed in terms of tho mass flux 

model. However this is not how it will bo USed in this chapter. The lapse 

ratemodelwlllgive dI /dt directlyfrom df/dt (see Eq.5.3.19),
1

and henco we shall be able to eliminate F 1eL from 5.3.5 and 5.3.6. 

It is possible to tost whether tho value of d T1/dt demanded by the 

assumed instantaneOUB equilibrium of lapse rate structure gives an unrealistic 

valuo of iWiD/a z, • This rcquires further study of indiVidual cumuli. 

Returning to 5.3.14, we may climinate F10 L from 5.3.6 (thc other 

budget equation), usine; also tho definitions 5,3.9, 5.3,10, 5.3.12 and 5,2,1, 

to give dZ,/dt. JS;
~~'h J' 

j.l'!n 
dZ1 = fdab + -w f _ r dZb}5.3,16 dt ldt 1 cit 

( 2 2 1 
1 t:..Z' elT ISb dI Fha i+ 	 i-1 _1 + ~ ~ _ ....;;v , 

(T2 - I1 )LIZ2 l 2 dt 2 dt PCp) 

This equation looks complicated, but qualitatively it represents tho downward 

heat transfer which cools layer 2 and warms layer 1, lifting the level Z, 

between the two layers. The second set of terms is small under some cir

cumstances; when the lapse rate 11 , I2 in the two layers do not change 

with time, typically we find Fbe « F 1 e • 

We note the follOWing 

deb dZb
(1) dI ' dt ' Fbe nre given by the solution of the sub-cloud 

layer problem. Given the large scale iN • f (which determines 

I 1 , ,llZ1/llZ2; Bee 5.2) and dT/dt (to determine d I'/dt. 

we may find dZ/dt. The equation for f will follow. 

http:Eq.5.3.19
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(ii) It is clear that rising cloud-base and subsidence (W negative)
'eboth reduce J';jdt. ~t b decreases us the depth of the fJub

dM
cloud layer increases, being related to dli/dt and dt (4.6.ll). 

(Iii) 5.3 .1l> can be re-arranged for comparison with 5.3.14 and with 

the subsequent discussion made in terms of WDb 

( ~ 
( dZ1 dZb crnuller5.3.17 - W)(r 2- r )lIZ b.~ t \lab - r ( - w)} +''dt 1 2 '" U dt 1 dt termt:: 

smaller-b.Z Vl r" Db 1 + 
terms 

Mathematically the additional dependence of dZ
1
/dt on Vi an well M on 

WDb (itself Vi dependent) is clear. Physically thlll equation is a atatement 

about the downward transfor of heat, Neglecting dI'1/dt. df,,/dt. F,,, 
c- .)u 

liZ
1 

If W = 0, we obtain the very simple case shown in Fig,5.3.2 (see also 

Fig. 3.10) 

z 

{{Db(~~)2 ~ 
llZ1 
b. Z2 

f iJ8) 
-WDb 1:;\ o't '1I " 

Fig. 5.3.2 

For continuity of temperature at Z1 

( r2 - r 1) ~~1 "(~~)1 - (~n 
-' loe \ /a8\ After substituting for ' \at/ we recover 5,3.17 for W " o.\atI 1 2 
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Summary of heat budgElt· 

Given J't., dO, /dt , dZb/dt, nnd 'iii 
'l::i 0 

eq, 5.3.14 givos 1-'16L 

oq. 5.3,16 gives dZ./dt 

provided the lapse rate model is used to relate 1'1,1 Z' :;. to r at an 

instant in time. An equation for f as a function of time is therefore necessary. 

Equation for dr/ell 

This CalUlects the deepening of the cumulus layer. subSidence. the undisturbed 

stratification above the cumulus layer and the sub-cloud layer. The boundary 

condition at the top of the cumulus layer is 

dO Z5.3.18 ~ f,( Qh - W)CIt ./ dt 

Vlhermi;follows (from definitions 5.2.1. 5.3.13 and 5.:3.7 to 5.3,10) that 

d - dZ'") - d6:)5.3.19 -dtcr 6~) = r ( ~ - VI) .3 dt dt 

(Compare 4.3.7) 

The model is now closed. 

W, Ll ;:(r'C; assumed t'".J1cwn. 

"' 
d" ' dllZ/dt are linked throuGh the; Llpse rate mod"l'L.i?/'l~1,,01 

to f , dZ
1
/dt (5.;;. '16) and dZb/dt. 

dZb/dt, d6 
b
/dt are solutiom. of the sub-cloud layer problem. 

It follows that one can integrate 5.3,19 to give f as a function of timo, 

and hence r 1 ' r2 ;;1 as functions of time, uoing the equations of 5. 2. Gj.v en 
tZ 1 2 d~ 

"lrZ ' !::.Z is then found by intograting d~1, and dZb/dt to give uZ~.
2 

It is illumin~ting to expand 5.3.19 

deb - dZh +r -wr5.3.20 dt dt ") 
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This is an important equation as the magnitude of r was a sensitive control 

of r l' rz in the model of 5.2. lncranoe of r (for constnnt r c1 ) 

increased (r2 - ril, which rcducea dZ1/dt (soo 5.3.16). 

Interpretation of 5.3. 20 

(a) deb given by the sub-cloud layer problem,is related 
dt 


to the warming of the Bub-cloud layer (as Ae 


is noody constant). This term reduces r 

contimlOusly ('destabllising') . 

(b) w negative (subsldence),increasea f ('stabilising') . 

(0) positive (rise of cloud-b!l8e),increases r ('stabilising'). 

(d) poaitlve,increases f if r3> r and vice versa. 

The feedback here is complioated, but we see there may be a 

tendency in diurnal convection for r to increase While cloud-base is rising, 

and then to decrease in the afternoon as cloud-base stops rising. As r 
decreases towards ret' the model f2 tends to f1 ,so that ~;1 increases 

rapidly. However once the cumuluo layer becomes deeper than a few km, the 

clouds wUl begin to precipitate, and this model will cease to be valid. 

There is a steady atate solUtion for F given, for Zb constant, by 

dab =5.3.21 - Wfdt 3 

This is a valid solution only if it is attained for a value of r > r . It may be
e1 

relevant to the lifting of tho trade inversion, although the radiative fluxes muat 

first be added. Radiative cooling acta in the sense of continuously Increasing r, 
by reducing d6b/dtmore than d62/dt. 
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Summary of 5.2 and 5.3 


In the cumulus layer 13 undetermined variablos have boen used. 


r 1 , L" 
t::. 

f , i), Z"' 
j 

LlZ~,c:.. lYl, Z1' Z."L F~OL' 6"I I 
e."
~ 

:::;1 
6, 

:;:2 
0 

There are 13 independent equations and defhtltioM: 

5.2.9, 6.2.11 (lapso rate model) 

5.3.5, 5.3,$ (heat budget) 

5.2.1 and 5.3.7 to 5.3.13 (dofinitio'1S ) 

5.3,19 ( r : upper boundary condition ) 

This set Is soluble, giving all variables; in particular 

as functiollB of 

dSb/dt, dZb/dt, Fba , -w, r3 and time. 

Equations for the cloud-base variables were diacUllsed in chapter 4; W, 

and r 3 in the 'free' atmosphere must be known. 

f , 
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~ Time Development of the Cumulus Layer 

Part n : Water Vapour Structure 

In this section we examine the time development of the water vapour 

distribution of the oumulus layer. As disoussed in 4.8, we require (aF/ az) 1 

in order to campI ete the water vapour balnnce of the sub-cloud layer. This 

in turn i8 essential over land to find the aurface fluxos of sensible heat and 

wnter vapour. 

The general approaoh will be cloacly similar to that of 5.3. We 

consider a simple two-layer model in whioh Z1' Z2 are now determined (by 
_1 -2 

5.2!lI\d5.3), and the unknowns are Ur/az)1' (ar/aZ)2,:r; r etc. 

Diagramatioally 

z 
l' 

Z2 

Z 

1
1 

Zb 

-----------------------------)r 

Fig. 5.4.1 


For simplioity the variation of air density in the oumulus layer will 

be neglected, 00 that the budget equatiOns for r in the two layers (the 

!lI\alogues of 5.3.5 and 5.3.6) arc 

. d;:::1
5.4.1 LlZ1 dt r 

5.4.2 

where r dZ 
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Fbr/pL " (ifii""r'l 

Zb 

F1rTlpL " {w'Cr. +ri)}Z1 
Aa in 3.3.3 • we neglect changes in r compared with those of r. An 

10 
equation for FbI' has already been derived (1.8.3) but F

1r
"r is an unknown. 

_ ;:::-1 
We shall again rolate r b • r and their time derivatives, to the vertioal 

gradient of r throueh the definitions 

-'i 
5.4.3 r - rb  " 

_1 
~5.4.4 r - l' " 

5.4.5 - r1 " 
...25.4.6 r - r2 

y, (0;;loZ)1 LlZ
1 

)$. (arlilZ l16Z1 

16 (or/aZ)2 6Z2 
~J, 
/' (iJr /ilZ)2 6Z2 

The validity of this two-layer model for tho water vapour balance will be 

commented on later. 

From section 4.8, we have the pair of relation!Jhips (here we 

have aClsumed p • Vi constant above Zb) 

4.8.3 

4.8.10 

There is also the upper boundary condition (compare 5.3.18) 

5.4.7 

We consider, for the purposes of this section, that we have the 9 undetormined 

variables 

We fluppoCle the following are known: 

r 0 (which over land requireD simultanoou5 solution of the 

sub-cloud layer), 

from the largo-scale dat.'l, and 
add ~ 
azWDb, dtZ1' d't"'2 from 4.7, 5.2 and 5.3. 
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The set of 9 equation!" and definitions 

5.1.1, 5.1.2 (water vnpour budget) 

1.8.3, 4.3.10 (lower boundary conditions) 

5.'.t7 (upper boundary condition) 

5.4.3 to 5.4.6 (definitions ) 

can thus be Dolved for the 9 undetermined variables, given an initial set 

of values for r
b

, r1 , r2 , (ar/aZ)1' (013/OZ)2' In particular we can 

find 

as functions of time. 

The pl'ocedure is straightforward . 

Starting with a set of initial values for (or/03)1 ' (ilr/aZ)2 ' ;2' 

we have rb and P"br (knowing 1'0' Z1'Z;}. By combining 5.4.1 to 

5.4.S, we obtain the analogue of 5.3.16 (or 5.3.17). 

5.4.8 

A second equation in the timo derivatives of ,(oi)' , I ~rz-I is constructed az 1 \ u 12 
from 5.4.3 to 5.4.6 and 5.1.7. This is the analof,'Uo of 5.3.19 

5.4.9 

drb/dt cail be eliminated from 5.4.8 and 5.4.9 using 4.8.10 and the 

d (ar) d (or)resulting pair can be solved Simultaneously fordr E 1 dt\a/~ iTho time 

dev0lopmcnt of the water vapour structure of the model 1s thus uniquely 

determined. One can integrate forward in time from any given initial 

state (which may be before the onset of convection). 

The weakness of this model lies in the specUication of a two layer 

stralght-line approximation te tho water vnpo'lr distribution, in which (ili"/aZ) l' 

(ili'/az) 2 are functions of time only. We neod only to speoify ~ to 

uniquely determine the timo developr.lent, and implicitly the distribution 
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of the water vapour input to the cumulus layer. This may well be too 

restrictive. It may be necessary to specify both the stratification and the 

input of water vapour in more detail. The model used in 5.2 to obtnin a 

thermodynamic rclations\1ip for the rise and fall of a typical cloud could 

be extended, and its implications for the input of water vapour to the cumulus 

layer examined. 

I\s we have in this model specified the water vapour input by the 

cumulus clouds only throu~h eq. 4.8.10, this cquation becomes critical, 

at,d descrves more rigorous examination both theoretically and observa

tionally. One ehould consider the input of water vapour to the cumulus 

layer over the whole life cycle of n cloud. 

5.5 Summary 

In chapters 3, 4 and 5 a simple closed model of cumulus convection 

haa been developed. Tho main convectivo interactions of the non-precipitating 

boundary layer have been outlined and made quantitative. The effects of 

radhtive transports and vertical shear in the wind have been omitted. Most 

attention has been paid to the physics and structure of the cumulus layer; 

the treatment of the dry convective layer has been relatively brief, but can 

readily be extended. 

The main predictions of chapter 5 have been the follOWing: 

(1) 	 the dependence of lapse rates T1, 1'2 in the cumulus layer on f 

the mean lapse rate from cloud base to the top of the cumulus 

layer (sec 5.2). For example, we noted the development of an 

inversion for large f , and the requirement that r >r
C1 

during 

cumulus convection; both from a simple parameterisatlon of 

'entrainment' • 

(2) 	 the dependence of r on dGb/dt,dZb/dt and W (eq.5.3.20) 
dZ1(3) 	 the dependence of 
dt on d6b/dt, dZb/dt and W 

(eq. 5.3.16) (and dZ~/dt) 
"

(4) 	 the time development of ( a r / a Z) 1 ' ( ar / aZ) 2 (see 5.4). 

This I"lodcl for the water vapour structure is considered less 

satisfactory than that for tho temperature structure. 

http:eq.5.3.20
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In the noxt chapter wo shall examine some data, principally from 

a day of convoction in tho tropics, in the light of this model, and test some 

of its predictions. 
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6. 2 A nalysl!) of the data 

The data used were obtained on 3rd GoptomlD r 1989 at Anaco, 

Venezuela during Project Vlrnhey.: a joint undertaking between Colorado 

State University and the Ven,>zuclan Meteorological Cervice. Tho following 

woro available 

(1) 	 5 radiosonde ascents at 0730, 100'), 1200, 1400, 1600 (local time) 

(U) 	 hourly soreen moasuroments of T, 'JiW, 
(iii) 	 surfae€ radiation datn: downward nnd reflected short wave and 

not radiation 

(iv) 	 time lapse film from 1515 to 1700 (local time). This has not 

been llflmJ quc.ntitMi.eiy. 

The soundings were plotted at levels up to 100mb (the tropopause 

was at 125mb), and then adjusted to give a constant moan temperature from 

the surface to 100mb as follows. The heights of tho 100mb surface above a 

fixed pressure lovel (989mb) wore made equal by adding a constant 

temperature correction aT to thc sOW1ding at allioveis (see table 6.2.1). 

Table 5.2.1 
, 

Local 
i I 

2,,,0 at 98') mb' T=z6c,oK 

time Z (100 mb) 5Z f>T 

0730 16554 m 

1000 (16554) m 

120U 1 (,596 III + 42m - 0.7° C 

1400 16498 m - :56111 + 0.9° C 

16c)c 16554 tll 

........ 

i 

I, 
Comments 

(1) 	 The 100mb height givon by the soundilifj at 1000 hours is an 

extrapolatc-d estimate: the Bounding reached only 130mb, 

but it closely corresponded to the 073 () counding up to this 

height. 

(2) 	 The above procedure is Opel} to criticisrn. Its justificati()U 

is that there is no systematic trend durine the day. Further 
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the sounding at 1400 hra when u~corrocted is wholly cooler, 

and the Bounding at 1200 h:r.o noticeably warmer, than the 

soundinL'TI at 1000 hrs and 1300 hrs, thro1l6'1lout the depth of 

the troposphore. 

(3) 	 'I'll" proceduro affects estimates of the heat budget of tho 

eonvoctivo layor at two-hourly intervals, all(] of the surface 

fluxofJ. We shall find that with these simple corructions. 

tho moan temperature e of the sub-cloud luyor increases 

uniforr:11y in a plaUSible mannor throughout the day. The 

surfaco hoat flux eatimatos are also reaGonable. 

Smoothing of tho datEl 

Gome smoothine of the data was first noccasary. The procodure 

used was as follows. 

Surface data 

From tho hourly screen values of temporature and wet bul b 

temperature were calculated the surface r o' The screen values of To' r Q 

were plotted agaioot time, together With tho radiosonde ourface data from 

a dIfferent site about a km away. and then smoothed; see Fig. 5.2.1. The 

surface radiosonde data, particularly mixing rntlo, did not fit the screen 

data very well, and were mostly ignored. Tllis rmscs some doubts about 

the representivity of the S11rface data, which cannot here be resolved, as 

data representative of the surrounding countryside (wooded grassh'.nd) Ilre 

not readily available. 

Gub-cloue lr.ycr 

Potential temporature and mixing ratio were plottod aGaioot hoight. 

and smoothed by drawing a straight line throU("h the point€: below cloud-basc 

(Figs. 6.2.2 and 5.2.3). Thoro ia a certain subjectivity here: a6/az was 

smoothed to tho dry adiabatic, or a slightly stable lapse rate, fu-.d ar/az was 

smoothed so that r decreased slowly with height. From this smoothed d11l:a 

if ,¥ could be estimated. These vmues arc tabul11l:cd as tables {}. 5. 2 c...'1cJ 

6.5.3. In tIllS chapter we shnll assume r:1easurements of EI ,r are repre

sentative of horizontal means e, r . 

http:grassh'.nd
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